ADDRESS:
Higgs Industrial Estate, Herne Hill Road, London, SE24 0AU
Application Number: 18/05425/FUL
Case Officer: Michael Cassidy
Ward: Herne Hill

Date Received: 19/12/2018

Proposal: Clearance of site and mixed-use redevelopment to provide a building ranging in height
from 2 to 16 storeys with 134 residential units and 4,150sqm of commercial/employment floorspace
along with disabled parking, servicing, cycle parking, public realm and amenity space.
Applicant: Peabody

Agent: CMA Planning

Drawing Numbers: Refer to Appendix 1
Supporting Documents: Refer to Appendix 1
RECOMMENDATION:
1. Resolve to grant conditional planning permission subject to the completion of an
agreement under Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended)
containing the planning obligations listed in this report and any direction as may be
received following further referral to the Mayor of London.
2. Agree to delegate authority to the Assistant Director of Planning, Transport and
Development to:
a) Finalise the recommended conditions as set out in this report, addendums and/or
PAC minutes; and
b) Negotiate, agree and finalise the planning obligations as set out in this report,
addendums and/or PAC minutes pursuant to Section 106 of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990 (as amended).
3. In the event that the committee resolves to refuse planning permission and there is a
subsequent appeal, delegated authority is given to the Assistant Director of Planning,
Transport and Development, having regard to the heads of terms set out in this report,
addendums and/or PAC minutes, to negotiate and complete a document containing
obligations pursuant to Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as
amended) in order to meet the requirement of the Planning Inspector.
4. In the event that the Section 106 Agreement is not completed within 6 months of
committee, delegated authority is given to the Assistant Director of Planning, Transport
and Development to refuse planning permission for failure to enter into a section 106
agreement for the matters identified in this report, addendums and/or the PAC minutes.
SITE DESIGNATIONS
Designation:
Listed Building
Conservation Area (CA)
Protected views/vistas
Local Views
Archaeological Priority Area
Creative Enterprise Zone
Air Quality Management Area

Description:
No
No
No
Yes – London View 19 - Brockwell Park to the city (Brixton
panoramic) and 22 - Norwood Park
No
Yes
Yes

LAND USE DETAILS
Site area (ha):

0.5 Hectares

NON-RESIDENTIAL DETAILS
Use Class
Existing

Floorspace (m2)
(Gross Internal Area)
1,901sqm
1,454sqm
3,355sqm

Use Description

B1
B1/B2

Employment floorspace
Employment floorspace

B1
B1 (c)
C3
C3

Business
Light industrial
Residential
Amenity space

Proposed
3,736sqm
414sqm
9,411.7sqm
1,503.9sqm
14,947.3sqm

Total
RESIDENTIAL DETAILS
Residential
Type

Existing

Affordable
Private/Market
Total

Proposed
On-Site

Affordable
Rented
Intermediate
(Shared
Ownership)
Private/Market
Total

Review
Mechanisms

No. of bedrooms per unit

Total
Habitable
Rooms

Studio
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

2
0
0
0

3
0
0
0

4
0
0
0

Total
0
0
0

0

4

13

11

0

28

102

0

17

21

0

0

38

97

0
0

19
40

34
68

15
26

0
0

68
134

200
399

0
0
0

Details/Trigger
Pre implementation within 24 months if not implemented &
Late Stage Review triggered at 75% of sale of market units

ACCESSIBILITY
Number of C3
Units
121
13

M4(2) Units
M4(3) Units

PARKING DETAILS
Car Parking Spaces
(General)

Existing
Proposed

Resi
0
0

Commercial
0
0

Visitor
0
0

Car Parking Spaces
(Disabled)
Resi
0
4

Commercial
0
0

Visitor
0
0

% of
EVCP

Bike
Spaces

Motorcycle
Spaces

0
20%

0
354

0
0

LEGAL SERVICES CLEARANCE
AUDIT TRAIL
Consultation
Name/Position
Brian Hurwitz (Sharpe
Pritchard LLP) on
behalf of Peter
Flockhart
Senior Lawyer

Lambeth
department
Legal Services

Date Sent
02/12/2019

Date
Received
03/12/2019

Report
Cleared
05/12/2019

Comments in
para:
Various

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The proposed development will bring forward the regeneration of a run down and underused site and is
aligned with the desire for growth within the Loughborough Junction area. A residential-led mixed use
development is appropriate given the significant housing demand within the Borough.
The height and massing of the development has been assessed in relation to its impact from a wide range of
viewpoints and has been found to be satisfactory, including in relation to its impact on heritage assets. An
assessment of the current application has identified no harm caused. There is no objection to the
development’s height in this location, which has a very good public transport accessibility level being located
next to Loughborough Junction Train Station and local bus routes. In line with paragraph 196 of the NPPF,
any resulting harm would be outweighed by the many public benefits of the proposal which include:





New Homes - delivery of 134 new homes, including 66 affordable housing units (50% for affordable
housing (49% based on units);
New and Diverse Employment Opportunities – the creation of 4,150sqm of commercial/ employment
floorspace (Class B1) providing on-site jobs across a range of sectors (including medium, small and
micro workspaces well suited to small creative and cultural businesses and start-ups) and creation of
additional jobs during construction and from associated resident and occupier expenditure;
Public Realm - enhancements to public realm, including 238sqm of additional public realm being
provided on Herne Hill Road over and above the existing situation and pavement width being increased.

The proposed buildings on the site have been sensitively designed, taking inspiration from the surroundings
and historic context of the site, and would respect the character, context and the form and scale of
neighbouring buildings sitting comfortably within the streetscene and surrounding area. The appearance and
detailed façade treatment of the development is considered to be high quality, displaying an appropriate
response to the surrounding character. The development would have no adverse impact on the setting of
nearby listed buildings.
The proposed housing density would be in line with that outlined as normally acceptable in the London Plan
for a Central location. The proposed unit mix would meet the Council’s aspirations and the scheme would
deliver a good proportion of larger affordable family sized units.
The proposal would provide 134 residential units of which 66 would be affordable units (which is 49% of units
or 50% by habitable room). The affordable units would be split 51% affordable rent and 49% shared
ownership (or 42% affordable rent and 58% shared ownership based on units). Whilst the proposal does not
provide a fully policy compliant mix of tenure, it incorporates a good range of dwelling types and tenures and
an appropriate mix of housing. The emphasis on larger 2 bedroom (four person) and 3-bedroom units for the
affordable housing overall (this accounts for 60% of the total) is particularly positive and meets local housing
needs particularly based on the 2017 Strategic Housing Market Assessment and the draft review Local Plan
policy on dwelling mix. The proposal has been viability tested and the 50% offer made is considered the
maximum reasonable proportion of affordable housing that the scheme can currently provide.

The proposed development would meet all relevant residential space standards and the provision for private
and communal amenity space and play space proposed is considered to be acceptable. Appropriate levels
of daylight would also be provided within the flats for future residents.
The proposal provides units with a good standard of accommodation, in terms of unit sizes, aspect and
amenity space provision, being provided.
Given the distance and orientation to the nearest residential properties, and the inclusion of appropriate
mitigation measures, the proposal would not result in any significant material impact in terms of overlooking
or loss of privacy or sunlight/daylight to neighbouring residential properties.
The development would have a sustainable construction, meeting all of the relevant sustainability standards.
In conclusion, the development would regenerate this under used site. It maximises the potential of the site
providing 134 residential units which will contribute to meeting the housing needs of the Borough and
delivers a significant quantum of affordable homes within the Borough, including a large proportion of
affordable family housing. It further re-provides a significant amount of Class B1 employment
accommodation, including offices and light industry, on the site targeted towards small and medium sized
businesses (an uplift of 795sqm) providing up to 336 jobs (a net increase of 286 jobs compared to the former
industrial use on the site), and delivers an improved new public realm, including an increase in pavement
width on Herne Hill Road and the creation of a new pedestrian route through the site, improving connectivity
to local businesses within the nearby railway arches and within the immediate area.
As such, the proposal is considered to be acceptable and in accordance with Sections 16, 66 and 72 of the
Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990, the NPPF and development plan policies.

OFFICER REPORT
Reason for referral to PAC: The application is being reported to the Planning Applications Committee
in accordance with the Committee’s terms of reference as it relates to:
1) (i) and (ii) A major application for the provision of more than 10 residential dwellings and the
provision of floorspace in excess of 1,000 square metres.

1

SITE AND SURROUNDINGS

1.1

The site (0.5 hectares) is roughly triangular in shape and is currently vacant, with the previous
industrial buildings having been demolished in 2016. The site is bounded to the east by Herne Hill
Road, to the north by Congregational Church with Coldharbour Lane beyond and to the west and
south by railway viaducts with the platforms to Loughborough Junction Station extending along the
viaduct to the west as shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1 – Location Plan
1.2

The site has been cleared, having previously been occupied by single and two storey industrial
buildings comprising of 8 units, providing 1,901sqm of Class B1 employment floorspace and 1,454sqm
of Class B1/B2 employment floorspace with a total floorspace of 3,355sqm as shown in Figure 2
below. It occupies a substantial portion of the urban block currently occupied by Higgs Industrial
Estate with frontages along Herne Hill Road and Coldharbour Lane.

1.3

There is an extant planning permission (ref. 15/02062/FUL) granted in June 2015 for a mixed use
redevelopment of the site providing five new-build blocks (between 5 and 8-storeys in height)
comprising 3,633m2 of class B1 and B2 floorspace and 124 residential units (Class C3) (62
Affordable), with associated car/cycle parking, hard and soft landscaping. This permission has been
commenced with the demolition of the existing low-rise buildings on the site and could therefore be
undertaken as all pre-commencement conditions having been discharged. Figures 3 and 4 below
show the site as cleared and as viewed from Herne Hill Road.

Figure 2 – Former industrial buildings on the site

Figure 3 – View of current site

Figure 4 – View of site from Herne Hill Road
1.4

The congregational church, located adjacent to the site to the north at the junction of Herne Hill Road
and Coldharbour Lane, is outside of the applicant’s ownership and not part of this application. This
neighbouring site was previously granted planning permission (ref. 15/01024/FUL) for a proposal
comprising the refurbishment of the existing two storey building, including the set back of the ground
floor frontage on Coldharbour Lane, and its extension to create a block up to 5-storeys in height,
providing a Class D1 use (with ancillary B1 floorspace) and 5 residential flats (use class C3). This
permission has now lapsed.

1.5

The area around Loughborough Junction and the wider area is a mix of fine and loose grain
development. Buildings in the immediate location of the site vary significantly in scale ranging from 2
to 4 storey Victorian terraced housing along Herne Hill Road, 3 to 5 storey development along
Coldharbour Lane to 11 storey blocks of maisonettes and flats to the northwest of the site. Notably,
beyond the railway viaduct are Harris House and Howard House part of the Loughborough Estate; two
substantial blocks of flats built by the LCC in the 1950’s. These elegant blocks are 11 storeys high
sited perpendicular to the northwest site boundary located comfortably in a generous open plot. Nos.
22 to 41 Swinford Gardens, to the north east of the site, and Nos. 1-19 Barrington Road, to the east of
the site, are 2-storeys in height and also form part of the Loughborough Estate. To the south of the
site beyond an open grassed area is Nos. 1-70 St James Crescent which is 4-storeys high with a
steep pitched roof.

1.6

The site lies just outside the Loughborough Park Conservation Area to the south west of the site and
to the west of Ruskin Park which is a Grade II Registered Park and Garden.

2.

PROPOSAL

2.1

The application proposes the redevelopment of the site to provide 134 residential units and 4,150sq.m
of non-residential floorspace within 4 blocks (Blocks A – D) ranging in height from 2 to 16-storeys. This
includes the following:


4,150sqm of commercial/employment floorspace (Class B1) including a minimum of 414sqm for
light industry (Class B1(c));







134 residential units with 68 market and 66 affordable housing units proposed;
10% of new homes (13 units) designed to be suitable for disabled residents;
4 disabled parking spaces, a servicing area and 354 cycle spaces (252 residential, 36 commercial
and 68 on-street short stay spaces) accessed from Herne Hill Road;
238sqm of additional public realm being provided on Herne Hill Road over and above the existing
situation with the pavement width being increased to between 3.1m and 5.2m;
Private balconies or terraces to each new flat with 1,025sqm of communal amenity space at first
floor podium (789sqm) and roof top (236sqm) level; and


2.2

The ground floor and general massing of the proposal and its context with surrounding buildings are
shown in Figures 5 and 6 below.

Figure 5 – Proposed ground floor and access into site

Figure 6 – Aerial view showing massing of proposal and surrounding context
3.

AMENDMENTS

3.1

During the course of the application, the following amendments were made:








Revision to the description of development (an increase in the overall commercial floorspace
proposed from 4,032sqm to 4,150sqm);
Revision to commercial floorspace proposed removing the flexible commercial floorspace
comprising Use Classes A1, A2, A3, D1 and/or D2 at ground and first floor levels;
A revision to the mix of the 134 residential units with 68 rather than 86 market and 66 rather than
48 affordable housing units now being proposed;
An increase in affordable housing provision from 38% to 50% based on habitable rooms (36% to
49% based on units);
Changes to the brick colour and recessed balconies on Block C;
Revisions to the Herne Hill Road elevation; and
Revisions to the disabled parking, servicing, cycle parking provision and public realm layout.

3.2

Public re-consultation on the above changes and additional information received has been undertaken
with further advice also sought from the Council’s Viability and Sunlight and Daylight consultants.

4

RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY

4.1

The relevant planning history for the site and neighbouring sites includes the following applications:
Application site
 17/03208/PREAPP – pre-application advice was issued in August 2017 in relation to a mixed-use
development of 130 residential units and 4,350sq.m of commercial space, in buildings ranging
from 5-10 storeys. This proposal was the subject of a GLA pre-application meeting on 21st
November 2017.



15/01062/FUL – planning permission was granted in June 2015 at the Higgs Industrial Estate for
Demolition of existing buildings on site (known as site 1). Mixed use redevelopment providing five
new-build blocks (between 5 and 8 storeys in height) comprising 3,633m2 of class B1 and B2 floor
space and 124 residential units (Class C3) (62 Affordable), with associated car/cycle parking, hard
and soft landscaping.

Neighbouring sites
Unit 1 Higgs Industrial Estate
 15/01024/FUL – planning permission granted in June 2015 for refurbishment of existing two
storey Sureway International Christian Ministries building (known as Site 2) including the set
back of the ground floor frontage on Coldharbour Lane. Extension of the existing building to
create a block up to five storeys in height, providing a D1 use (with ancillary B1 floorspace) and
five residential flats (use class C3).

5

CONSULTATIONS

5.1

A list of all those consulted is provided in Appendix 2. The following responses have been received
as summarised below:

5.2

Statutory and External Consultees
The Greater London Authority (GLA

5.2.1

The GLA have made the following comments:









5.2.2

Principle of development: The principle of a high density residential-led mixed-use
development is supported, in line with the London Plan and the draft London Plan, subject to
confirmation of the suitability of the commercial space for creative uses, reflecting the site’s
Creative Enterprise Zone location, and consideration of an element of secured affordable
workspace and a minimum of Use Class B1(c) space.
Affordable housing: 38% (habitable room) affordable housing, made up of 67% London
Affordable Rent, and 33% shared ownership. As the threshold for former industrial sites is
50%, the offer does not meet the requirements for the fast-track route and a financial viability
assessment has been provided, which is undergoing assessment by the Council’s advisers and
GLA officers. The applicant should set out the proportion of affordable housing that can be
delivered with and without grant. Affordability thresholds and early/late stage viability reviews
must be secured.
Urban design and historic environment: This physically constrained site raises design
challenges, which are not yet fully resolved. Further information and possible revisions are
required in relation to residential quality, vehicular access, Herne Hill Road frontage, and
historic environment impacts. The Council should secure M4 (2) and M4 (3) requirements by
condition.
Transport: Further information is required on trip generation, short-stay cycle parking, electric
vehicle charging points, key pedestrian routes, and bus stop closures during construction.
Climate change: Given the scale of the proposal, CHP is not acceptable and alternative low
carbon heating methods should be investigated. Further information has been requested on
the energy strategy, which must be provided before the proposals can be considered
acceptable in accordance with the London Plan and the draft London Plan.

Officer comment: Conditions of approval are recommended along with s106 Heads of Terms (HoTs)
to address the issues raised. Further energy information has been supplied by the applicant to the
GLA in advance of Stage II.

Environment Agency
5.2.3

No comments to make on this planning application as it falls outside our remit as a statutory
planning consultee.
Historic England

5.2.4

Historic England commented on a previous scheme on this site in 2014, originally proposed to be 10
storeys tall. Though commenting that the site could take a building slightly higher than the prevailing
2-4 storeys, given its location beside the elevated railway lines, it is recommended that the scheme
be reduced by two storeys to preserve the character of the adjacent conservation area.
This scheme is for a 16-storey building, and the context of the site has not changed noticeably in the
intervening period. The likely harm to the setting of the Loughborough Park Conservation Area is
therefore increased. Harm to grade II listed buildings and the grade II registered park and garden
Ruskin Park are not part of Historic England’s statutory remit, but are also relevant and should be
taken into account in assessing the total impacts of the scheme.
The application proposal is for a residential-led development, which includes a tall building of 16
storeys with a large walled open roof level terrace – the massing will appear as a 17-storey building.
Because of its height, several times higher than most of the neighbouring townscape, the taller
building will be visible from many locations within the Loughborough Park Conservation Area, as well
as in the setting of several grade II listed buildings and across grade II registered Ruskin Park. It will
be seen in local strategic views from Brockwell Park, though as part of a very urban backdrop.
The site is broadly hemmed in on three sides by railway lines and is located at a transport node, and
can therefore take a somewhat more robust and larger scale design than would be appropriate on
other sites in this area. However, the tower element of the scheme is to be 16-17 storeys tall, around
four times the height of the tallest buildings in the conservation area and much of the immediate
vicinity, and several storeys higher even than the taller post-war development to the north-west,
which is buffered by broad landscaping.
The tower element of the proposed scheme does not reflect the character of the vicinity. Its height
means it would stand alone drawing the eye, and would dominate its surroundings. Its placement at
the junction of the two primary roads of the Loughborough Park Conservation Area means its impact
on this asset would be disproportionately large, appearing in views throughout the area.
Historic England has concerns about this scheme on heritage grounds. The proposal would cause
harm to the conservation area through development in its setting. In making a decision regarding this
proposal, your Authority should consider whether harm has been limited and justified, and weigh the
harm caused against the public benefits, as per the requirements of the NPPF.

5.2.5

Officer comment: the proposals have been amended to reduce its massing and overall impact on the
surrounding area and local views. The appropriateness of tall buildings on the site and their impact
on heritage sensitivity is discussed in full in the ‘Design and Conservation’ section below.
Historic England (Archaeology)

5.2.6

Having considered the proposals with reference to information held in the Greater London Historic
Environment Record and/or made available in connection with this application, it is concluded that
the proposal is unlikely to have a significant effect on heritage assets of archaeological interest. No
further assessment or conditions are therefore necessary.

Natural England
5.2.7

No objections raised.
Network Rail

5.2.8

No objections raised.
London Fire Brigade

5.2.9

No objections raised.
Thames Water

5.2.10 No objection to the scheme subject to a condition requiring a Housing and Infrastructure Phasing
Plan and associated informative being attached to any permissions granted.
5.2.11 Officer comment: Appropriately worded condition and informative are recommended if the council is
minded to approve the application.
Transport for London
5.2.12 Issues surrounding cycle parking and contributions toward a Cycle Hire docking station have not
been resolved. The cycle parking provision on site should adhere to minimum draft London Plan
standards, the long stay cycle parking should be increased by 24 spaces to a total of 272 spaces.
The short stay cycle parking should also be increased by 16 spaces to a total of 84. This significant
under provision of cycle parking is unacceptable, and fails to meet strategic transport policy, and the
objectives of the Mayor’s Transport Strategy.
In terms of the quality of the cycle parking, the applicant should ensure that this is in line with the
London Cycling Design Standards (LCDS), in line with draft policy T5 of the London Plan, and
current London Plan policy 6.13. For compliance with the LCDS:




Access to the cycle parking stores should be improved by reducing the number of doors to
access the store to a maximum of 2 in blocks A and B, and removing the sharp corner in the
corridor of Block B, which would be difficult to manoeuvre a bike around.
All doors should be a minimum of 2m across and electrically opening for ease of access.
Evidence should also be provided to show that there is a minimum of 2500mm behind the twotier racking when the top shelf is fully extended, in order to allow bikes on and off the racks
easily.

The proposals currently fall short of the quantity and quality of cycle parking that is required for
compliance with the draft London Plan (and current London Plan), and therefore TfL cannot support
approval of the application. The applicant should revise cycle parking provision on site to reflect draft
London Plan policies and the LCDS.
5.2.13 Furthermore, a contribution of £110,000 should be secured via s106 legal agreement, towards a new
Cycle Hire docking station in the vicinity of the site. The closest cycle hire station to the proposed
development site (Salton Road) was installed in February 2018 and ranks as the 161st for usage out
of the total 807 docking stations in London. This demonstrates the high levels of demand for cycle
hire in the area. The requested contribution would provide the additional infrastructure required, that
would cater for the demand generated by the proposed development and mitigate its detrimental
impacts.

5.2.14 Officer comment: The proposal has been amended to address the concerns raised and the Council
are awaiting confirmation from Tfl that their objection has now been removed. A condition securing
the required level of cycle parking and an appropriately worded s106 Heads of Terms requiring a
contribution towards a new Cycle Hire docking station in the vicinity of the site are recommended as
set out in the ‘Planning Obligations and CIL’ section below.
Internal Consultees
Bioregional
5.2.15 No objection subject to conditions requiring a finalised Sustainability and Renewable Energy report
and an Overheating Report to be agreed, control of internal water consumption, calculations to
demonstrate a 35% reduction in carbon emissions, compliance with BREEAM and green roofs and
s106 Heads of Terms relating to future district heating system connection and securing an off-set
contribution of £174,240, being secured in any permission granted.
5.2.16 Officer comment: Appropriately worded conditions and s106 Heads of Terms are recommended if
the council is minded to approve the application.
Design out Crime Officer (Metropolitan Police)
5.2.17 No objection subject to Secured by Design Certification being secured by conditions. This should
very specifically be split phase by phase, and again split between Residential and Commercial use.
5.2.18 Officer comment: Appropriately worded condition recommended if the council is minded to approve
the application.
LBL Arboricultural Officer
5.2.19 No objection subject to conditions requiring full details of the tree planting along the Herne Hill
frontage and a fully detailed and quantified landscape scheme and long-term landscape
management plan to be agreed in any permission granted.
5.2.20 Officer comment: Appropriately worded conditions are recommended if the council is minded to
approve the application.
LBL Conservation & Urban Design
5.2.21 No objection subject to conditions requiring approval of samples or specification of all external
materials; sample panels of brick to be built on site (fixings, mortars, materials etc.) for inspection
and approval; all external construction detailing in the form of 1:10 scale drawings (including
sections) including balconies, windows and doors, vertical fins, recessed brick panels, residential
and commercial entrances and canopies, residential signage, commercial shop front signage and
Herne Hill Road planting beds; management plan and measures to provide access and security
around access road; proposed public artwork to rear of site; details and specification of access
road lighting; full details and maintenance plan for hard and soft landscaping including planting
along Herne Hill Road, access road, roof terrace and podium planting; no vents, pipes or extracts
(other than those shown on the drawings); refuse storage and cycle storage to be attached to any
permission granted.
5.2.22 Officer comment: Appropriately worded conditions are recommended if the council is minded to
approve the applications.

LBL Regulatory Support Services
5.2.23 No objection subject to conditions relating to a Construction Environmental Management Plan,
piling, wind and microclimate, contamination, plant and noise levels, noise and vibration
attenuation, noise assessment and mitigation, ongoing maintenance plan for fume extraction and
filtration equipment, servicing management plan, waste management and operation hours for
commercial uses being secured in any permission granted.
5.2.24 Officer comment: Appropriately worded conditions are recommended if the council is minded to
approve the application.
LBL Highway Team
5.2.25 No objection to the proposals.
LBL Planning Policy
5.2.26 No objection to the proposal. The application is consistent with the site allocation policy for the site
with the replacement employment floorspace being maximised in accordance with Policy ED2 of
the Local Plan and resulting in a net increase in business floorspace.
In addition to the commercial development, 134 homes are proposed. As the quantity of B class
floorspace proposed has been both replaced and increased, the principle of residential use on this
site as part of a mixed-use scheme is supported and would accord with the aims of the LLP Policy
H1 to maximise housing growth in the borough.
The applicant proposes to provide 66 affordable units out of a total of 134 residential units ' 28 of
which 28 are for affordable rent and 38 for shared ownership. This represents 49% affordable
housing by units or 50% by habitable room. The affordable tenure split is 58% affordable rent and
42% shared ownership by units or a 67:33 split on a habitable room basis.
Whilst the proposal does not provide a fully policy compliant mix of tenure, it incorporates a good
range of dwelling types and tenures and an appropriate mix of housing. The emphasis on larger 2
bedroom (four person) and 3-bedroom units for the affordable housing overall (this accounts for 60%
of the total) is particularly positive and meets local housing needs particularly based on the 2017
Strategic Housing Market Assessment and the draft review Local Plan policy on dwelling mix. The
proposal has been viability tested and the 50% offer made is considered the maximum reasonable
proportion of affordable housing that the scheme can currently provide. As such, the principle of a
mixed use residential and commercial development on this site is supported and would be in
accordance with the requirements of development plan policy.
LBL Transport
5.2.27 No objection to the proposal subject to conditions relating to Delivery and Servicing Plan, Cycle
and Car Parking, Travel Plan, Construction Environmental Management Plan and Refuse and
Recycling Storage Details being attached to any permission granted and a commitment being
provided to enter into a s106 and S278 agreement (and s38 agreement where necessary) for offsite highways works and improvements along Herne Hill Road including adoption of new footway;
access and environmental improvements at Loughborough Junction station, the Healthy Route
Network on Coldharbour Lane and for a cycle hire docking station as part of the planned expansion
to the area.
5.2.28 Officer comment: Appropriately worded conditions and s106 Heads of Terms recommended if the
council is minded to approve the application.

LBL Enterprise, Employment and Skills
5.2.29 This is a major development thus employment and skills obligations will apply; the obligations are
outlined in the Employment and Skills SPD.
5.2.30 Officer comment: Appropriately worded s106 Heads of Terms recommended if the council is
minded to approve the application.
LBL Sustainability Team on Air Quality
5.2.31 No objection subject to conditions relating to an air quality and dust management plan, emissions
from any energy plant installed and emissions from Non-road Mobile Machinery (NRMM) being
attached to any permission granted.
Veolia Waste Lambeth
5.2.32 The refuse and recycling arrangements as shown in design and access statement are satisfactory
providing that level access is available from stores to vehicle as this is not specified in that plans.
5.3

Other
Brixton Society

5.3.1

Object to the proposal for the following reasons:








Overdevelopment of the site - a substantial increase in height and bulk in comparison with the
previous approved design (15/01062/FUL) that is a substantial imposition on the scale and
capacity of the surrounding area.
Excessive Height - the maximum height in this location should be no more than 8 storeys, as in
the previous approved design. The current proposal rises to 17 storeys, and the design
treatment, with brick-clad framing carried up to full height, reinforces the impression of height
and bulk, with no relieving or redeeming features. This area has not been identified in the
Lambeth Local Plan as suitable for tall buildings. The nearby street frontages are typically only 3
storey buildings, some with an attic above. The proposal therefore conflicts with Local Plan
policies Q2 (i), Q5 (b) and Q26.
Limited Transport Capacity - the City-bound rail services through Loughborough Junction Station
are already at full capacity in morning peak hours and even east-west bus services along
Coldharbour Lane encounter congestion at each end of this road. The present Public Transport
Accessibility score is therefore deceptive, and new residents will experience difficulty if they wish
to travel to work in Central London at normal hours. As a "car-free" development, residents will
not have the option of driving to work either. Clearly then, the target housing density for new
development here should be "urban" rather than "central" as defined in the Mayor's London
Plan.
Employment Floorspace Issues - the employment floorspace in developments like this needs to
be suitable for modern commercial needs. A reduction in such floorspace may be acceptable
where the employment density is likely to increase. We welcome the deletion of basement
floorspace, but are alarmed to see the total employment floorspace being increased by 11%
over the previous approved design. This has had an adverse effect on the built volume of the
overall design. The proximity to residential accommodation is likely to restrict the range of
businesses which can operate from the site, and their hours of operation. Extract ventilation
flues from business premises should include odour filters and sound-proofing. Their outlets
should discharge well away from residential blocks, or be carried up to discharge above
residential floors where sited on lower floors of such blocks.









5.3.2

Lack of Mitigation Measures - for a project of this scale, the lack of measures to mitigate its
impact on the surrounding area is disappointing. An opportunity has been missed to provide
access to London Overground rail services on the southern boundary, and interchange with
existing Thameslink services at the adjacent Loughborough Junction station. No public open
space has been provided, and only a couple of trees are being contributed to the existing
streetscape. In itself, this fails to deliver on Local Plan policies Q9 (iv) and Q10 (f). We might
accept these failings if the project was instead making a substantial contribution to the local
need for affordable or social rented housing, but the percentage proposed is disappointing.
Rented dwellings (affordable or not) will be 20% less than in the previous approved scheme.
Inadequate Pedestrian Safety - despite some setting-back on the Herne Hill Road frontage, the
choke point for pedestrian movement will be immediately to the north of the site, where only a
2m footway is available to carry 518 new residents past the Sureway Church and towards
Coldharbour Lane. The situation is more hazardous for residents returning at the end of the
working day, because sight-lines for vehicles emerging at the north gate are inferior to those at
the southern end, where vehicles will only enter. The design fails to conform to Lambeth Local
Plan policies Q6 (iii) & (iv) and Q9 (vi).
Street Context out of scale - on the Herne Hill Road frontage, most of the set-backs of the
façade at ground level are not carried up above 1st floor level, so the upper storeys would
project forward to enclose and dominate the street below. On this frontage, the new buildings
would rise to 8 storeys, which is excessive in a street of predominantly 2 and 3 storey buildings.
The design fails to conform to Lambeth Local Plan policies Q2 (i), Q5 (b) & (c) and Q7 (ii).
Façade Design deficiencies - the ponderous design, wholly faced in brickwork, reinforces the
sense of bulk and mass, particularly at close quarters on the Herne Hill Road frontage. It needs
to be relieved by lighter cladding materials, particularly on upper floors. The design fails to
conform to Lambeth Local Plan policies Q8 and Q9.
Officer comment: the suitability of the employment floorspace, the design and massing of the
development and its impact upon transport capacity, residential amenity and pedestrian safety is
considered in the ‘Assessment’ section of the report below.

Herne Hill Society
5.3.3

Objection for the following reasons:







Gross overdevelopment of the site thereby contravening polices Q2and Q5 of the Lambeth Local
Plan;
The proposal contravenes policy 7.4 of the London Plan which relates to local character. This
states that development should have regard to the pattern of existing spaces and streets in
orientation, scale, proportion and mass. This scheme with its high-rise towers and bulky blocks
clearly does not comply. The application refers in the Design and Access statement to local
character areas and the local context, which primarily comprises terraced houses and then
completely ignores its own criteria;
The train services for Loughborough Junction station are already heavily used as are local buses
at rush hours. No improvements are planned which might improve the situation for this car free
development. The application states that the site is easily accessible to Denmark Hill and Brixton
stations but these are in fact some distance from the site;
The scheme also contravenes policy Q25 of the Lambeth Local plan in relation to adverse
impact on local views. The townscape assessment identifies a number of local views and shows
the impact of the proposed development on these. Most of the views identified are not protected
and although the report does include the protected view from Brockwell Park, it makes no
reference to the views from Gypsy Hill and Norwood Park which are identified in the local plan
and which in the Society's view would be adversely affected; and



5.3.4

The relatively minor recent changes to the scheme do not alter the substance of the Society's
previous objections, which together with the objections set out above, lead the Society to
conclude that the proposal represents gross over development of the site with an inappropriate
scale and bulk, contrary to polices in the Lambeth Local pan and the London Plan. The
application should be rejected.
Officer comment: the design and massing of the development and its impact upon views and local
transport infrastructure is considered in the ‘Assessment’ section of the report below.

Camberwell Society
5.3.5

Objection for the following reasons:










5.3.6

Excessive Height, Density and Visual Impact - the site has not been identified in the local plan
for tall buildings and therefore does not comply with Lambeth's own policies. The scale and
height of the proposal also would not fit into the local streetscape and the visual impact would be
overwhelming. The tall elements of the development would have an impact on views from
Ruskin Park and would also affect the nearby Loughborough Park Conservation Area.
Transport Capacity - city-bound train services stopping at Loughborough Junction Station are at
full capacity at the moment and would not be able to cope with the significant increase in
resident numbers. Local bus routes are also already overloaded. The development is car free
and residents would not have the option of driving to work either.
Employment Floorspace - in principal we welcome that employment floorspace is retained, but
the proposed increase by 11% compared to the previous application leads to the massive
overdevelopment of the scheme. The proximity of commercial units to the residential
accommodation would also restrict its use which raises the question if all of the employment
floorspace can be fully used and rented.
Infrastructure - not only run trains and buses at full capacity but also are schools and GP
surgeries oversubscribed. Another massive increase in resident numbers would cause more
pressure on these services and it is questionable if existing schools and surgeries would have
enough space to expand.
Façade Design - all street facing facades are brick clad and reinforce the bulky appearance of
the whole scheme. The lack of any setbacks of the elevations along Herne Hill Road would not
allow for sufficient space for any trees. The design fails to conform to Lambeth Local Plan
policies Q8 and Q9.
Officer comment: the increase in employment floorspace, the design and massing of the
development and its impact upon transport infrastructure is considered in the ’Assessment’ section
of the report below.

Loughborough Junction Action Group
5.3.7

Objection on the following grounds:


Density, height and context – the application proposes a scheme significantly larger than the
previous scheme, which is exacerbated in built form as the previous scheme had much
commercial accommodation below ground. The scheme in comparison with other local housing
schemes with an affordable element that is significantly taller and denser. The scheme therefore
pays no attention to the local streetscape and scale and will visually dominate the whole area,
whilst being a gated community with no public access to its outdoor core. This is not a landmark
building as it has no public access. It is not in an area identified by Lambeth in its local plan for
tall buildings and therefore conflicts with those policies. Key views such as that of the

















5.3.8

5.4
5.4.1

Loughborough Estate, 12 storey Slab blocks from Ruskin Park would be severely compromised
by the tower which would visually dominate the Loughborough Park Conservation area.
Transport Infrastructure – the trains from Loughborough Junction Station to the City and West
End (the predominant commute flow) are already full in morning peak hours despite recent
capacity enhancements. Nearby bus stops are on narrow pavements without shelter or
countdown, with routes on congested roads. The scheme is car free; it will attract those wishing
to commute into central London by its adjacency to the station. We would seriously question the
figures provided by the developer.
Employment space – this has increased from the previous scheme which was compliant with the
KIBA location to the site. As this is now all above ground this has had a significant impact on the
density / bulk form of the site. It also appears to be so closely co-located with the residential and
of such a deep floorpIan as to restrict use" Some basement/top lit accommodation might better
reflect the diversity of commercial uses that both the site had previously and other nearby sites
have which give Loughborough Junction its unique character.
Public safety - the access to the site is wholly from Herne Hill Road. Pedestrians in order to
access services and for further travel will need to pass by the Sureway building on the corner of
Coldharbour Lane where the pavement is narrow and congested. There are no proposals to
mitigate this.
Permeability, landscape and play provision – the central play area for the central play area for
young children only will be in shade for much of the year and this together with overlooking from
small non family flats will not encourage outdoor play. The accessibility of nearby parks to for
older children can only be achieved through crossing major roads. The scheme has little
permeable ground to meet sustainability targets.
The scheme may have a perimeter road but it is a cul-de-sac so offers no permeability for the
wider community; a deficit in the area generally, identified many years ago and part of the
recommendation the recommendation of the Loughborough Junction Plan. As mentioned
previously, the rest of the scheme is a gated community and open space is not accessible to the
public.
Building and environmental quality - the treatment of the facades wholly brick increases visually
the already overpowering building mass by not allowing for any articulation, save for setbacks to
the Herne Hill Road façade ostensibly to accommodate trees which would be hard pressed to
grow in such restricted conditions. The large number of single aspect dwellings, particularly 2
bed units facing Herne Hill Road will struggle to get adequate through ventilation to cool
properties in summer. There is no adequate demonstration of proposals to combat overheating.
The balconies overlooking the main roads and railway line will be of poor-quality amenity value.
Other infrastructure needs – schools and surgeries are full and although there w紺be financial
contributions, do they have the space to expand? Traditionally signals from the Crystal Palace
transmitter have been weak in the area below the Herne Hill Road. Has the impact of the tower
been assessed? Little of the area has cable options.
Summary - this scheme despite its high density is only delivering a small number of affordable
dwellings - their tenure is not even fully identified. This does not meet the Mayor’s standard.
Officer comment: the issue of appropriate land uses and design and massing of the development,
quality of residential accommodation and its impact upon infrastructure is considered in the
assessment section of the report below.

Adjoining owners/occupiers
Site notices were displayed from 11 February to 4 March 2019 and the application was also
advertised in the local paper on 8 February 2019. Following amendments made to the scheme in
September 2019 neighbour and third-party notification letters/emails were sent on 27 September
2019. The formal consultation period ended on 11 October 2019.

5.4.2

In total, 582 local residents were consulted on the applications with 150 individual representations
having been received during the consultation period of which 42 were in support and 108 were in
objection.

5.4.3

A summary of the individual responses in support are set out below:







5.4.4

134 new homes, including family homes and much needed affordable housing in close proximity
to public transport;
Redevelopment of a disused empty site that is not contributing to the local area;
New shops, cafes and other businesses on this site;
More facilities for locals;
The cityscape can be improved significantly and the area will benefit from a new focal point; and
The proposals are well considered and a lot of work has been done to ensure that the local
character is considered. This is a high quality and attractive scheme that can only improve the
area.
A summary of the individual objections received are set out in Table 1 below:

Summary of objections
Land Use
 Inadequate provision of affordable housing.


All industrial sites in this part of
Loughborough Junction should be
developed wholesale and cohesively.
 The commercial spaces do not allow the
return of the types of employment to the site
that were previously present, instead
supplying office space for which there is no
obvious demand and which does support
diversity of local employment.
Design and Conservation
 Overdevelopment of the site.

 The development is far too high and totally out
of character to the low-rise surrounding buildings.

 Visually overbearing and dominant form of
development
 Architecturally the design is unambitious
and mediocre and not in keeping with the
existing architecture
 The scale of the proposal sets an
undesirable precedent for other nearby sites
likely to be developed in the near future.
 The proposal will block local views, be
highly visible and not retain and enhance
the heritage value in the area to the
detriment of the special and local
distinctiveness of the area.
Amenity
 The scheme still has far too many single
aspect flats which will suffer overheating in
summer, as opening windows in such a
location will be a poor option where many
flats overlooking the railway or the main
roads.
 There is limited play facilities, which will be
mostly in shade for much of the year, and
the development generally is lacking in
green space.
 Loss of sunlight and daylight


Increase in refuse

Response
Refer to ‘Land Uses’ section – paras. 7.1.13 to
7.1.22 of report.
Refer to ‘Land Uses’ section – paras. 7.1.2 to
7.1.10 of report.
Refer to ‘Land Uses’ section – paras. 7.1.2 to
7.1.10 of report.

Refer to ‘Standard of residential
accommodation’ section – paras. 7.3.1 to 7.3.3
of report.
Refer to ‘Design and Conservation’ section –
paras. 7.2.8 to 7.2.25 of report.
Refer to ‘Design and Conservation’ section of
report – paras. 7.2.8 to 7.2.25 of report.
Refer to ‘Design and Conservation’ section –
paras. 7.2.8 to 7.2.25 of report.
Refer to ‘Design and Conservation’ section –
paras. 7.2.8 to 7.2.25 of report.
Refer to ‘Design and Conservation’ section –
paras. 7.2.8 to 7.2.25 of report.

Refer to ‘Standard of residential
accommodation’ section – para. 7.3.13 of report.

Refer to ‘Standard of residential
accommodation’ section – para. 7.3.20 to 7.3.22
of report.
Refer to ‘Amenity for neighbouring occupiers’
section – para. 7.4.3 to 7.4.35 of report.
Refer to ‘Transport’ section – para. 7.7.18 to
7.7.19 of report.

 Increase in air pollution.


Lack of tree planting and greenery



Public safety concerns



Increase in noise

Transport
 The vehicle entrance to and from Herne Hill
Road will increase traffic and be prejudicial
to highway safety.
 Strain on local car parking






Impact on pedestrian safety and increased
congestion on the pavement
The pavement and general pedestrian
facilities at the junction with Coldharbour
Lane are inadequate to cope safely with the
increased pedestrian flow.
Local transport infrastructure cannot cope.
Older children will need to cross a number
of busy roads to get to any facilities.

Refer to ‘Other Environmental Matters’ section –
para. 7.9.5 to 7.9.8 of report.
Refer to ‘Standard of residential
accommodation’ section – para. 7.3.20 to 7.3.22
of report.
Refer to ‘Transport’ section – para. 7.7.5 to 7.7.6
of report.
Refer to ‘Amenity for neighbouring occupiers’
section – para. 7.4.38 to 7.4.40 of report.
Refer to ‘Transport’ section – para. 7.7.5 to 7.7.6
of report.
Refer to ‘Transport’ section – para. 7.7.15 to
7.7.17 of report.
Refer to ‘Transport’ section – para. 7.7.5 to 7.7.6
of report.
Refer to ‘Transport’ section – para. 7.7.5 to 7.7.6
of report.

Refer to ‘Transport’ section – para. 7.7.10 to
7.7.14 of report.
Refer to ‘Transport’ section – para. 7.7.5 to 7.7.6
of report.



The proposal will permanently prevent the
improvements to local transport that could
be achieved by creating an Overground
station for Loughborough Junction and an
interchange with the existing Thameslink
Station.
Other
 Undue impact on local infrastructure and
services such as schools’ places, GP
surgeries and congestion at the train station.
 The design is not environmentally or locally
friendly.
 Lack of ventilation and natural light for the
commercial uses
 Lack of consultation on the proposals


The scheme has little permeable ground to
address flood run off, and does not appear
to meet sustainability targets.
 In failing to secure the Sureways church
site, there is a major missed opportunity to
develop the site in a way that benefits
Loughborough Junction town centre. The
council should seriously consider CPO
options.
 The gated nature of the development means
it will not be to the benefit of the local
community.
Table 1 – Summary of objections

Refer to ‘Transport’ section – para. 7.7.14 and
7.7.21 of report.

Refer to ‘Transport’ section – para. 7.7.10 to
7.7.14 of report.
Refer to ‘Sustainable Design and Construction’
section – para. 7.8.1 to 7.8.15 of report.
Refer to ‘Land Uses’ section – para. 7.1.8 of
report.
Refer to ‘Consultations’ section – para. 5.1 to
5.4.4 of report.
Refer to ‘Other Environmental Matters’ section –
para. 7.9.1 to 7.9.4 of report.
There are no policies within the Local Plan that
prevent the site coming forward in isolation of
the Sureways church site.

Refer to ‘Transport’ section – para. 7.7.17 of
report.

6

POLICIES

6.1

Section 70(2) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 requires the Committee to have regard to
the provisions of the development plan so far as material to the application; any local finance
considerations, so far as material to the application; and any other material considerations. Section
38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires planning decisions to be made in
accordance with the development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise. The
development plan in Lambeth is the London Plan (2016, consolidated with alterations since 2011)
and the Lambeth Local Plan (September 2015) and the South Bank and Waterloo neighbourhood
development plan (‘the SoWNDP’) (October 2019). The material considerations must relate to
matters which have a planning purpose. The question of what weight to give to material
considerations is a matter for the Council. This includes the extent to which the proposed
development does not accord with policies in the development plan (where applicable).

6.2

The Draft London Plan was published on 1 December 2017 (updated August 2018) for consultation
and will eventually supersede the current 2016 consolidated London Plan once the final version is
published (anticipated late 2019). The Draft London Plan is a material consideration in planning
decisions. The Examination in Public on the Draft London Plan was held between January and May
2019, and the Panel of Inspectors appointed by the Secretary of State have now issued their report
and recommendations. This was made public on 21 October 2019. The recommendations contained
within the Inspectors’ Report, in combination with the changes proposed by the Mayor during the
examination process, give a good indication of the content of the final published version of the
London Plan therefore the policies contained within the version as produced in July 2019 plus the

recommendations within the Inspectors’ Report can now be given a significant amount of weight in
planning decisions, although the current London Plan remains part of the development plan until the
revised version has been adopted.
6.3

The Lambeth Local Plan is currently under partial review to ensure it complies with amendments to
changes in the NPPF and London Plan. The Draft Revised Lambeth Local Plan underwent public
consultation from October to December 2018 under Regulation 18 of the Town and Country Planning
(Local Plans) (England) Regulations 2012. Pre-submission publication (Regulation 19) is anticipated
in late 2019, early 2020. Officers consider that this should be afforded very limited weight at this
stage.

6.4

The latest National Planning Policy Framework was published in 2018 and updated in 2019. This
document sets out the Government’s planning policies for England including the presumption in
favour of sustainable development and is a material consideration in the determination of all
applications.

6.5

The current planning application has been considered against all relevant national, regional and local
planning policies as well as any relevant guidance. A full list of relevant policies and guidance has
been set out in Appendix 3 of this report.

7

ASSESSMENT

7.1

Land Uses

7.1.1

The proposal seeks to deliver 134 new homes, including 66 affordable homes (49% affordable by
unit and 50% affordable by habitable rooms) alongside 4,150sqm (GIA) of commercial/employment
floorspace (Class B1) including a minimum of 414sqm for light industry (Class B1(c)). The principle
of the proposed uses is discussed in full below.
Office and Workspace

7.1.2

The site is currently vacant but previously contained 3,355sqm of light industrial/warehouse
floorspace (B1/B2), which was demolished following the grant of planning permission for the 2015
application (ref. 15/01062/FUL). It is not within a KIBA and lies outside of the adjacent Loughborough
Junction Local Centre.

7.1.3

Whilst the site has no local or strategic industrial use designations, considering its previous use and
the industrial uses proposed as part of the extant permission, it is appropriate to consider it as a nondesignated industrial site. The approved 2015 scheme proposed 3,633sqm of flexible Use Class B1
(business)/B2 (general industrial) floorspace. The current application now proposes 4,150sqm of
commercial/employment floorspace (Use Class B1) of which a minimum of 414sqm would be
provided for light industrial use (Use Class B1(c)).

7.1.4

Policy 4.4 of the London Plan provides a strategic aim for boroughs to adopt a rigorous approach to
industrial land management, but recognises that managed release may be required to provide other
uses in appropriate locations. Policy E7, part D, 3) supports mixed use developments on NonDesignated Industrial Sites where industrial, storage or distribution floorspace is provided as part of
mixed-use intensification where this is feasible, as was the case on the site prior to the granting of
planning permission for the previous mixed-use scheme).

7.1.5

Policy ED2, part (b) of the Local Plan explains that the net loss of business floorspace would not be
supported unless there is evidence which shows that there is no demand for that floorspace. It
further details that 'such evidence must demonstrate that the floorspace has been vacant and
continuously marketed for a period of at least one year. This should include marketing of the existing

premises for business use (B1) or other suitable B class use and for the redevelopment of the site
for such uses. Where a reduction in floorspace is proposed applications must demonstrate that the
development provides the maximum feasible proportion of B1 floorspace for the site and, where
appropriate, suitable for occupation by small and medium-sized enterprises’. Further, part (c)
explains that 'mixed-use development including housing, work-live or other mix of compatible uses
will be supported where the existing quantity of B class floorspace is replaced or increased'’.
7.1.6

The provision of 4,150sqm of commercial floorspace represents an increase of 517sqm compared to
the flexible B1/B2 floorspace approved scheme and an increase of 795sqm compared to the light
industrial/warehouse floorspace that previously existed on the site. This 123% re-provision of the
floorspace that previously occupied the site, with an element being secured for light industrial use,
now proposed as part of a mixed-use scheme is supported and would be in accordance with
development plan policies. Considering the scheme granted under the previous designation,
whereby all of the commercial space could have been Use Class B1, and taking account of the
nature of the now proposed and the proximity of residential uses, the provision of no Class B2
floorspace is acceptable in this instance.

7.1.7

Policy E1 of the draft London Plan and Policy 4.2 of the London Plan support new office space of
different sizes. Policy E2 of the draft London Plan supports the provision of low-cost B1 business
space to meet the needs of micro, small and medium-sized enterprises, particularly where proposals
include new Class B1 business space greater than 2,500sqm as proposed as part of this application.
Policy E3 of the draft London Plan identifies that in certain circumstances, consideration should be
given to secure affordable workspace at rents below the market rate. The site sits within Lambeth
Council’s recently announced Creative Enterprise Zone, which places an emphasis on protecting
and growing the Borough’s creative workspace footprint, which is reflected in Policy 4.6 of the
London Plan and Policy HC5 of the draft London Plan.

7.1.8

It is recognised that a large proportion of the floorspace (36% of the total) in the approved scheme
was in two basement levels arranged in small, fragmented spaces with limited potential for flexibility.
In contrast, the proposed commercial space now proposed is at ground and first floor level and
provides a considerably better quality of space with large street frontages for access to natural light.
The units would be of high quality and have been arranged as much larger spaces with the flexibility
to provide a variety of unit sizes that would suit office, studio, and creative uses, including small and
start-up businesses. These units would also provide active frontages to Herne Hill Road and the
commercial space has been designed to be suitable for creative uses.

7.1.9

A minimum of 414sqm of the proposed floorspace would be provided for light industrial use (Use
Class B1(c)) to re-provide an element of industrial land on the site. The securing of affordable
workspace has been considered, in line with emerging policy, however in this instance this has been
viability tested and could only be provided at the expense of affordable housing provision. On this
basis, an element of formal affordable workspace has not been secured.

7.1.10 The proposals aim to create a new and much more substantial level of employment and commercial
floorspace, delivering significant benefits to the local area in terms of job creation, services provision,
place making and workspace units for MSMEs. The proposed mix of employment uses has been
designed to meet the needs of a wide range of occupiers whilst also creating a dynamic employment
hub and strong sense of place to create a welcoming and engaging environment for employees,
residents and visitors. The commercial provision has been designed to support a range of
businesses with potential to accommodate anything from co-working facilities for small creative and
cultural businesses and start-ups to larger employers looking for representation in this locality. As
such, the principle of a mixed-use redevelopment of the site is considered to be acceptable and in
accordance with development plan policies.

Housing
7.1.11 The site allocation supports residential development in principle. The application proposes 443 new
residential units on the site of which 348 units would be brought forward in the KIBA boundary. In
accordance with the wording in the site allocation policy, there is a requirement to consider whether
the configuration of the site is necessary to achieve an acceptable scheme in all other respects. The
applicant is also required to demonstrate that the replacement floorspace has been maximised.
7.1.12 The proposal seeks to ensure compliance with local planning policies, including Policy ED1 relating
to the protection of KIBAs. The site allocation policy does not, in itself, preclude residential
development but, rather, notes that residential uses within the KIBA boundary may be possible
where it is demonstrated that it is necessary to “achieve an acceptable scheme in all other respects”.
Housing and Housing Mix
7.1.13 Policy 3.13 of the London Plan and Policy H2 of the Local Plan require affordable housing for
schemes of 10 or more units, with a mix of tenures being required in the interests of balanced and
mixed communities. The Local Plan has a target of 50% affordable housing where public subsidy is
available (or 40% on sites where there is no public subsidy), with a 70:30 split between social/
affordable rent and intermediate tenure. In considering the nature of the affordable housing sought
under Policy H2, the council will need to take into account: (i) the specific circumstances of individual
sites, including development viability, (ii) the characteristics of an area, the site and type of
development proposed and (iii) the impact on mixed and balanced communities within a local
neighbourhood.
7.1.14 The Mayor of London’s Affordable Housing and Viability SPG (published by the GLA in 2017)
establishes the ‘fast track’ and ‘viability tested’ routes for assessing affordable housing provision,
requiring that planning applications that provide less than 35% are supported by a Financial Viability
Assessment (FVA). The SPG promotes the delivery of a range of tenures, including at least 30% low
cost rent (social rent or affordable rent) and at least 30% as intermediate products (with London
Living Rent and/or shared ownership being the default tenures).
7.1.15 Policy 3.11 of the London Plan gives priority to family sized housing in the affordable tenure and
Policy H4 of the Local Plan suggests that for new housing, a balanced mix, including family housing,
should be provided for market housing. Affordable housing should reflect a mix not more than 20%
1-bedroom, 20-50% 2-bedroom and 40% 3-bedroom units.
7.1.16 The revised development proposes 66 affordable units (equal to 49% affordable by unit and 50%
affordable by habitable rooms) out of 134 units, with a tenure split of 38 shared ownership (equal to
58% by unit and 49% by habitable room) to 28 affordable rented (equal to 42% by unit and 51% by
habitable room). This split between affordable rent and intermediate tenure is shown in Table 3 –
Housing Mix and Table 4 – Percentage Tenure Mix below.
Tenure

Studio

1 bed

2 bed

3 bed

Total

Market

0

19

34

15

68

0%

28%

50%

22%

100%

Affordable housing
(shared Ownership)

0

17

21

0

38

Affordable Housing
(Affordable Rent)

0

4

13

11

28

% Mix (market)

Affordable (Total)

0

21

34

11

66

% Mix (affordable)

0%

32%

51%

17%

100%

0

40

68

26

134

0%

30%

51%

19%

100%

Total units
% Mix (total)
Table 3 - Housing mix
Tenure

Total units

% of Total

% of Affordable
Housing

% of Affordable
Housing

(by unit)

(by hab. room)

Private flats

68

51%

0%

0%

Affordable rent

28

21%

42%

51%

Shared
ownership

38

28%

58%

49%

Table 4 - Percentage tenure mix
7.1.17 As stated in the Mayor’s Affordable Housing and Viability SPG, the ‘existing use value plus’ (EUV+)
approach to determining the benchmark land value is usually the most appropriate for planning
purposes; however, an alternative approach may be considered in exceptional circumstances, where
robustly justified. The principle of an ‘alternative use value’ (AUV) approach has been agreed, since
the former industrial use of the site has ceased and the extant planning permission has not yet been
built, albeit it has been commenced with the clearance of the site.
7.1.18 The Financial Viability Assessment submitted with the application has been independently reviewed
by BPS Surveyor’s. Their review includes an AUV appraisal (the benchmark land value) based on
the extant planning permission granted that generates a residual land value of £4,464,000. This is
the minimum land value that, in principle, the application scheme needs to generate to be
considered viable. As a result of the increase in affordable housing to 50%, BPS’s appraisal of the
application scheme generates a residual land value of £858,430 which is significantly lower than
their benchmark land value. If GLA grant funding amounting to £2,240,000 is included in the
appraisal, the residual land value increases to £3,098,430, which is closer to the benchmark land
value of £4,464,000, but still lower. The benchmark land value has been accepted by the applicants
and BPS Surveyors have concluded that the offer of 50% affordable housing (with grant) made can
be considered the maximum reasonable proportion of affordable housing that the scheme can
currently provide.
7.1.19 The proposal will assist in delivering a significant number of new homes, helping to achieve the
housing delivery targets set out in the Lambeth Local Plan and the London Plan. Whilst the proposal
does not provide a fully policy compliant mix of tenure, it incorporates a good range of dwelling types
and tenures and an appropriate mix of housing that has been viability tested. The market and shared
ownership units provide mainly 1- and 2-bedroom units, which is supported in this central location,
and allows greater affordability. The emphasis on 2 bedroom and 3-bedroom units for the affordable
housing overall (this accounts for 68% of the total) is particularly positive and meets local housing
needs particularly based on the 2017 Strategic Housing Market Assessment and the draft review
Local Plan policy on dwelling mix.
7.1.20 Should the application receive planning permission, the requirement for an early stage viability
review will be triggered if an agreed level of progress on implementation is not made within two

years of the permission being granted, as set out in the Mayor’s Affordable Housing and Viability
SPG and Lambeth Development Viability SPD; as well as a late stage viability review when 75% of
the homes are sold/occupied. Further reviews may be necessary subject to phasing, and early
delivery of affordable housing in relation to market units should be secured.
7.1.21 The affordable rent units would be delivered in line with Lambeth’s Tenancy Strategy. This means
that 1- and 2-bedroom units would have rents capped at Local Housing Allowance, whilst threebedroom units would be offered at Target Rent levels, to be secured in any section 106 agreement.
7.1.22 The affordability of intermediate shared ownership units must be in accordance with the Mayor’s
qualifying income levels, as set out in the Affordable Housing and Viability SPG and the London Plan
Annual Monitoring Report, including a range of income thresholds. Following dialogue with the
Council, it is proposed that the proposed units would have tiered affordability levels up to the
maximum cap of £90,000. Affordability thresholds would be secured in any section 106 agreement.

7.2

Design and Conservation

7.2.1

Good design is central to all objectives of the London Plan and Lambeth Local Plan planning
policies. Policy 7.1 of the London Plan sets out a series of overarching design principles for
development in London. Policies 7.2, 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6 require that all new development be of high
quality that responds to the surrounding context and enhances the character, legibility, permeability
and accessibility of the surrounding neighbourhood. Policy 7.7 relates to the specific design issues
associated with tall and large-scale buildings. The Mayor's London View Management Framework
SPG (2012) identifies 27 strategic views in London for protection and management.

7.2.2

Policies Q5 and Q7 seek to create high quality urban environments and state that proposals will be
supported where the design of development is a response to positive aspects of the local context
and historic character.

7.2.3

This section of the report considers design and conservation (heritage) matters arising from the
proposed development and incorporates the Council’s Design and Conservation Team’s comments
on the proposals.
Layout, scale and height

7.2.4

The proposed street frontage along Herne Hill Road is well defined with an increase in footway
totalling 238sqm. The width of the proposed extended pedestrian footway varies from 3.1m to 5.2m
with an increase of approximately 1 metre proposed. The proposal has been revised to remove the
colonnade feature originally proposed on Herne Hill Road and subsequent revisions have been
made to better define residential entrances and reinstate street trees and planting in order to create
better integration at street level with the surrounding context in accordance with policies Q3, Q5 &
Q6 of the Local Plan.

7.2.5

Revisions have also been made to the servicing arrangements to the rear of the site allowing for a
more permeable site layout to enable a pedestrian and cycle friendly environment which is
welcomed. The increase to the footway around the perimeter of the site to a minimum 2 metres is
also positive. The access road width does not prejudice commercial uses coming forward in the
adjacent railway arches and the design and hard landscaping of the space to encourage use is
welcomed. The definition of residential entrance with signage and commercial uses fronting onto the
perimeter space allows for an active frontage along the route and dependent on uses natural
surveillance during the day.

7.2.6

The design and fit out of the commercial units along the access road will need to be carefully
considered to ensure a reasonable level of transparency in frontages to provide natural surveillance

and activate this space. Taking into consideration policy Q3, further clarity is to be sought regarding
how this space will be managed over a 24-hour period. Such details would be secured by condition
in any permission granted. The management of the space will also need to be carefully considered
to avoid the creation of a gated development; however, a balance needs to be struck with regards to
community safety. Figure 7 below shows the proposed rear access road as viewed from its south
western end looking east towards Herne Hill Road.

Figure 7 – Proposed rear access road looking east towards Herne Hill Road
7.2.7

The railway viaduct to the west and south of the site presents a barrier to pedestrian movement
beyond the site boundary. As such, the proposal is constrained with regards to the creation of new
pedestrian routes. The proposal has sought to improve pedestrian conditions by increasing the
footway on Herne Hill Road and the introduction of an access road around the site boundary which
enables potential uses in the railway arches to spill onto the intended access route creating better
activation. In this regard, the site layout aligns with the aspirations set out in Policy PN10 of the Local
Plan to improve the public realm and pedestrian routes. The access road will need to be carefully
delineated to ensure that it can safely accommodate pedestrians and when necessary servicing. The
proposed images submitted, as shown above, illustrate a safe, accessible and attractive space
which is considered acceptable. In order to deliver this, the specific management measures, lighting
and hard and soft landscaping details would be secured by condition in any permission granted.
Scale and height

7.2.8

The proposal would include 4 blocks (Blocks A – D) on the site ranging in height from 3 to 16
storeys. Around the perimeter would be mid-rise blocks of 5-7 storeys (Blocks A and B) fronting
Herne Hill Road, a 3-storey block (Block D) facing the southern viaduct (this would be set back by 8
metres compared to 2.6 metres (at its closest point) as approved under the extant permission) and a
taller block (Block C) of 14 to 16-storeys to the rear. Concerns regarding the articulation and
definition of the taller element massing have been tested and addressed. The mid-rise blocks tie into
the datum line of the existing railway arches (Block D) whilst the frontage (Blocks A and B) is
articulated with bays to express the fine grain plot rhythm of the surrounding context. The site sits

within a triangular parcel of land which is bounded on three sides by raised railway viaducts. This
creates an island condition where the rear of the site is separated from the wider context. The taller
blocks are sited to the rear of the site adjacent the railway line to optimise the site in the most
appropriate location.
7.2.9

The height of the blocks (Blocks A and B) along Herne Hill Road are acceptable with positive
revisions having been made to the façade, including the removal of the colonnade which has created
better integration with the street and surrounding urban grain, the plinth ties into the datum line of the
railway arches and the residential entrances have been better defined at a domestic scale. The
removal of colonnade pillars has also provided better visibility along the widened footpath.

7.2.10 The materials palette approach has been tested with a number of options to enhance the visual
impact of the proposal. The tallest Block C at 16-storeys is proposed in a pale brick which is visually
recessive to the surrounding context, the 14-storey secondary element is proposed in a dark brick to
create clear definition between taller blocks. The tonal difference in bricks together with changes to
the inset balcony mitigate the visual impact of proposal in views from Coldharbour Lane and assists
in breaking up the massing of the proposal. Given the importance of the materials palette in
addressing massing, samples and specification of materials in particular brick would be useful in fully
demonstrating the design intent. In accordance with Policy Q26 of the Local Plan, proposals for tall
buildings will be supported if design excellence is achieved in terms of form and silhouette to make a
positive contribution to townscape.
7.2.11 The proposal has been designed to ensure the proposed blocks respond positively to the sites’
location and setting. The scale and massing are considered to respond positively to the prevailing
urban form and would improve the character and appearance of the area. This is especially so given
the poor quality of the previous buildings that occupied the site.
7.2.12 The architectural approach is also considered to be acceptable. The key elevation features, such as
recessed brick panels, recessed balconies, large window openings, horizontal banding and soldier
courses, are welcomed in terms of breaking up the massing, adding depth and visual interest using
contextual familiar motifs.
7.2.13 The predominant use of brick throughout the development relates well to its context in accordance
with policy Q5 of the Local Plan. In the surrounding context, the predominant brick tones are yellow,
buff and some grey with examples of darker brick in the railway infrastructure. The proposed colour
palette of bricks is informed by context and the different tones used to create definition between
blocks are considered appropriate. The blocks fronting Herne Hill Road are proposed in a light and
buff brick relating to surrounding context. As the 16-storey element of Block C will be highly visible,
the specification of lighter brick mitigates the visual impact of the block making it more visually
recessive against the surrounding context. A darker brick creates clear definition between the 16storey element and 14 storey slimmer chamfered element which ties into the darker brick evident in
the railway infrastructure.
7.2.14 Additionally, the revised inset balcony on block C is welcomed as providing greater definition
between the taller elements of Block C. To further emphasize definition between Block C elements, a
tonal difference in the balcony balustrade could be employed for example a lighter balustrade on the
lighter brick block. It is appreciated that this is rather a nuanced element, however, balconies are
visible across the whole façade and a tonal difference could create greater distinction between
blocks. Overall the materials palette as currently arranged is considered appropriate in accordance
with Policy Q5 of the Local Plan. Samples and specification of materials, in particular brick, would be
secured by condition in any permission granted.
7.2.15 Further amendments to the residential entrances so that they are clearly identifiable are welcomed
and the move to incorporate residential entrance surrounds and canopies at ground floor level is

supported and will further define the entrance locations. The move to incorporate brick spandrels
within the residential entrance bay is also welcomed and will integrate residential entrances at a
more domestic scale similar to the surrounding context.
7.2.16 Amendments to reinstate some street trees and the addition of planting beds are also welcomed and
would make a positive addition to the streetscene. Full details of the intended street tree planting
would be secured by condition in any permission granted.
Strategic and local Views
7.2.17 The proposed development will have no impact on any strategic views. The proposal has been
assessed in relation to a designated local view Panorama (Policy Q25 (b) (ii)) from Brockwell Park. It
will be visible in views from the park as part of the wider city skyline backdrop, however, will not have
a negative impact upon this view.
Impact on heritage assets
7.2.18 The beginning of the Agenda Pack contains a summary of the legislative and national policy context
for the assessment of the impact of a development proposal on the historic environment and its
heritage assets. This is in addition to Lambeth Local Plan and London Plan policies.
7.2.19 Turning to consider the application of the legislative and policy requirements referred to above, the
first step is for the decision-maker to consider each of the designated heritage assets (referred to
hereafter simply as “heritage assets”) which would be affected by the proposed development (the
applicant should describe the significance of the heritage assets affected) in turn and assess
whether the proposed development would result in any harm to the heritage asset.
7.2.20 The decision of the Court of Appeal in Barnwell Manor confirms that the assessment of the degree of
harm to the heritage asset is a matter for the planning judgement of the decision-maker.
7.2.21 However, where the decision-maker concludes that there would be some harm to the heritage asset,
in deciding whether that harm would be outweighed by the advantages of the proposed development
(in the course of undertaking the analysis required by s.70 (2) of the TCPA 1990 and s.38 (6) of the
PCPA 2004, the decision-maker is not free to give the harm such weight as the decision-maker
thinks appropriate. Rather, Barnwell Manor establishes that a finding of harm to a heritage asset is a
consideration to which the decision-maker must give considerable importance and weight in carrying
out the balancing exercise.
7.2.22 There is therefore a “strong presumption” against granting planning permission for development
which would harm a heritage asset. In the Forge Field case the High Court explained that the
presumption is a statutory one. It is not irrefutable. It can be outweighed by material considerations
powerful enough to do so. But a local planning authority can only properly strike the balance
between harm to a heritage asset on the one hand and planning benefits on the other if it is
conscious of the statutory presumption in favour of preservation and if it demonstrably applies that
presumption to the proposal it is considering.
7.2.23 The case-law also establishes that even where the harm identified is less than substantial (i.e. falls
within paragraph 196 of the NPPF), that harm must still be given considerable importance and
weight.
7.2.24 Where more than one heritage asset would be harmed by the proposed development, the decisionmaker also needs to ensure that when the balancing exercise in undertaken, the cumulative effect of
those several harms to individual assets is properly considered. Considerable importance and weight
must be attached to each of the harms identified and to their cumulative effect.

7.2.25 What follows is an officer assessment of the extent of harm which would result from the proposed
development to the scoped heritage assets provided by the applicant as part of its submission. This
includes Conservation Areas, and neighbouring Listed Buildings. Both an individual assessment
against each heritage asset as well a cumulative assessment is provided. This is then followed by an
assessment of the heritage benefits of the proposals.
7.2.26 Sections 16 and 66 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 impose a
statutory duty on planning authorities to safeguard the special interest of listed buildings and their
settings. Section 72 of the Act imposes a statutory duty on planning authorities to preserve or
enhance the character and appearance of conservation areas.
7.2.27 Where harm is caused to a heritage asset, the NPPF requires decision makers to determine whether
the harm is substantial, or less than substantial. If the harm is deemed to be less than substantial,
paragraph 196 of the NPPF requires the harm to be weighed against the public benefits of the
proposals, including securing the optimum viable use of the heritage asset.
7.2.28 If the harm is substantial, or results in a total loss of significance, paragraph 195 states that local
authorities should refuse consent unless it can be demonstrated that the substantial harm or loss is
necessary to achieve substantial public benefits that outweigh the harm or loss, or all four of the
following criteria apply: the nature of the heritage asset prevents all reasonable uses of the site; and
no viable use of the heritage asset itself can be found in the medium term through appropriate
marketing that will enable its conservation; and conservation by grant-funding or some form of not for
profit charitable or public ownership is demonstrably not possible; and the harm or loss is
outweighed by the benefit of bringing the site back into use.
7.2.29 Policy 7.8 of the London Plan and Policies Q20 and Q22 of the Local Plan explain that development
should identify, value, conserve, restore, reuse and incorporate heritage assets, where appropriate.
Policy Q20 requires developments affecting a listed building to not diminish the buildings “ability to
remain viable in use in the long term” and not harm the significance/setting (including views to and
from) listed buildings.
7.2.30 Paragraph 193 of the NPPF advises that “when considering the impact of a proposed development
on the significance of a designated heritage asset, great weight should be given to the asset’s
conservation (and the more important the asset, the greater the weight should be). This is
irrespective of whether any potential harm amounts to substantial harm, total loss or less than
substantial harm to its significance”. Paragraph 194 further advises that “any harm to, or loss of, the
significance of a designated heritage asset (from its alteration or destruction, or from development
within its setting), should require clear and convincing justification”.
7.2.31 Overall the improvement to the street frontage of Herne Hill Road and the high quality of the
architectural treatment and brick materials palette would help harmonise the tall building (Block C)
into the surrounding lower scale residential townscape. A series of additional townscape views have
been provided with the application that demonstrate the visual impact of the proposal in relation to
the surrounding context and identified heritage assets.
7.2.32 The impact on Heritage Assets, including listed buildings on and neighbouring the site, conservation
areas and locally listed buildings/structures is considered in detail below with reference to the
townscape views as set out below:
Coldharbour Lane, approach from the south-west
7.2.33 The taller element of the proposal, Block C, will be visible behind the locally listed No.245 which
terminates this view from the Loughborough Park Conservation Area as shown in Figure 8 below.
The view has been amended during the course of the application to demonstrate visibility through

bare trees which is welcomed. The block orientation, massing, articulation and materials palette of
the proposal have been refined to address the heritage concerns raised by Historic England and
ensure the proposal does not compete with No.245 and recedes into the backdrop with the gabled
roof form of No.245 remaining as the focal point. The 16-storey element of Block C is in a visually
recessive pale brick whilst the 14-storey element is in a dark brick which breaks up the massing and
complements the materiality of No.245 and the wider conservation area in the view and as such ‘no
harm’ upon the setting of the local heritage asset or the setting of the conservation area has been
identified.

Figure 8 – Proposed taller Block C as viewed from Coldharbour Lane from the south west
Coldharbour Lane approach from north east
7.2.34 As shown in Figure 9 below, the proposal will change this local view, however, it is not considered to
have a harmful visual impact upon the view composition. The mid-rise perimeter blocks align with the
parapet line of buildings which line the street in the foreground. Whilst the taller Block C is visible in
the backdrop, it does not have an overbearing impact upon the composition of the street view as it is
slightly off centre and recedes into the skyline backdrop with space around the block terminating the
view. The massing and silhouette of Block C is broken down into two distinct elements in a materials
palette which complements the surrounding context. As such, ‘no harm’ upon the setting of the local
heritage asset or the setting of the conservation area has been identified.

Figure 9 – Proposed taller Block C as viewed from Coldharbour Lane from the north east
Loughborough junction platform
7.2.35 The proposal will change this view; however, it is not considered to have a harmful impact. Block C
will be visible as a solo point block which rises above the railway, the 2 two distinct elements of block
C will be visible with the dark brick 14-storey element to the fore and the 16-storey light brick
element to the rear as shown in Figure 10 below. The point block form will contrast with the
horizontal planes of the railway infrastructure and is considered to have a beneficial visual impact in
this view providing a marker for the area. The stepped massing and materials palette particularly the
dark brick complement the materiality of the railway infrastructure. As such, ‘no harm’ upon the
setting of the local heritage asset or the setting of the conservation area has been identified.

Figure 10 – Proposed taller Block C as viewed from Loughborough Junction railway line

Ruskin Park
7.2.36 Ruskin park is a registered landscape therefore development has the potential to impact on its
setting as a designated heritage asset. Block C will be visible in the backdrop as a solo point block
form, the light brick materials palette and openness of the brick frame break down the form which
visually recedes in the composition. Block C forms the backdrop to the low-rise development in the
foreground, the strong articulation of the façade and brick palette complement the surrounding
townscape and the proposal is not considered to have any harmful impact on the setting of the Park.
As such, ‘no harm’ upon the setting of the designated heritage asset has been identified.
Assessment of harm versus benefits
7.2.37 Paragraph 196 of the NPPF notes that, where the overall net balance of heritage considerations is
that any harm is less-than-substantial, “this harm should be weighed against the public benefits of
the proposal, including, where appropriate, securing its optimum viable use.”
7.2.38 The above assessment of the proposals has identified ‘no harm’ being caused to the setting of the
Loughborough Park Conservation Area, any neighbouring grade II listed buildings, the grade II
registered Ruskin Park or local strategic views from Brockwell Park.
7.2.39 In line with paragraph 196 of the NPPF, were the Committee to take a view that the proposed
development did cause less than substantial harm, such harm would be outweighed by the following
public benefits of the proposal:
o
o

o

New Homes - delivery of 134 new homes, including 66 affordable housing units (50% for
affordable housing (49% based on units);
New and Diverse Employment Opportunities – the creation of 4,150sqm of commercial/
employment floorspace (Class B1) providing on-site jobs across a range of sectors (including
medium, small and micro workspaces well suited to small creative and cultural businesses and
start-ups) and creation of additional jobs during construction and from associated resident and
occupier expenditure; and
Public Realm - enhancements to public realm, including 238sqm of additional public realm being
provided on Herne Hill Road over and above the existing situation and pavement width being
increased.

7.2.40 As such, the proposal is considered to be acceptable and in accordance with Sections 16, 66 and 72
of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990, the NPPF and development
plan policies.

7.3

Standard of residential accommodation
Housing and Development Density

7.3.1

In supporting the efficient use of land, Paragraph 122 of the NPPF notes that decisions should have
regard to a number of matters, including. : identified needs for different types of housing and other
forms of development; local market conditions and viability; the desirability of promoting regeneration
and change; and the importance of securing well-designed, attractive and healthy places.

7.3.2

Policy 3.4 (Optimising Housing Potential) of the London Plan, supported by Policy H1 (Maximising
housing growth) of the Local Plan, seek to optimise development densities based on local context,
character and accessibility. In addition, Policy D1 of the Local Plan seeks to maximise the use of
previously developed land and vacant buildings in fully exploring regeneration opportunities, as is the
case in this application.

7.3.3

The density matrix within the adopted London Plan indicates the appropriate density range as being
between 100-405 units per hectare (u/ha) and/or 650-1,100 habitable rooms per hectare (hr/ha). The
London Plan cautions against applying the density ranges mechanistically, noting that site specific
factors should be taken into account. The proposals fall within this range with a density of 1,036hr/ha
(or 348u/ha). As assessed above within the Design and Conservation section, the proposal is of
high-quality design and provides an appropriate housing mix for the locality. The density is therefore
considered acceptable.
Unit sizes, layout and access

7.3.4

Policy 3.5 of the London Plan promotes high quality design of housing development that takes into
account its physical context, local character, density, tenure and land use mix and relationship with,
and provision for public, communal and open spaces taking into account the needs of children and
older people.

7.3.5

New development should conform to the minimum space standards set out in the National Technical
Housing Standards as shown in Table 4 (Table 3.3 of the London Plan) below.

Table 4 – Technical housing standards - nationally described space standard
7.3.6

Policy Q1 of the Local Plan further promotes inclusive environments, which is echoed within the
London Plan. Under the London Plan, development should, amongst other things, enable people to
live healthy active lives as per Policy 7.1 of the London Plan, and be inclusive including addressing
the specific needs of older and disabled people as per Policy 7.2.

7.3.7

Within the proposed development, all of the proposed units would meet or exceed the requirement of
the Nationally Described Space Standards (2015). All of the units would also meet the requirements
outlined in the Housing SPG (2016) in relation to amenity space quantum and minimum dimensions.
All units would achieve a minimum 2.6 metre floor to ceiling heights to help promote natural
ventilation, with all habitable rooms also having access to full height windows and private balconies.

Accessible, Adaptable and Wheelchair Housing Provision
7.3.8

The proposals respond to Policy 7.2 of the London Plan and Policy Q1 of the Local Plan to achieve
an accessible and inclusive environment. Policies 3.5 and 3.8 of the London Plan require that 90% of
new dwellings are ‘accessible and adaptable’ (this is defined by building regulations – Part M4 (2)
and 10% of new dwellings are ‘wheelchair user dwellings’ (this is defined by building regulations –
Part M4 (3)).

7.3.9

The proposal provides 10% (13) wheelchair units to an adaptable standard distributed through all
tenures and levels of the development including provision in the affordable units in accordance with
Part M4 (3). This provision will be secured through an appropriate condition. The rest of the
affordable housing and market housing (121) has been designed to meet Part M4 (2) ‘Wheelchair

User Dwelling’ as confirmed in the Design and Access Statement. The scheme is therefore
considered to accord with planning policy providing an accessible and inclusive environment for all.
Daylight, sunlight, privacy and aspect
7.3.10 Each apartment would have adequate light and ventilation and the proposal would provide a good
level of aspect for all future residents with appropriate setbacks from the boundaries of the site and
spacing in front of proposed windows being provided.
7.3.11 An internal daylight and sunlight assessment has been provided with the application, as part of the
Daylight and Sunlight Analysis report undertaken by Point 2 Surveyors, to assess the quality of
daylight and sunlight into the new residential units. The report concludes that the scheme
demonstrates an acceptable level of compliance with BRE Guidance in terms of sunlight and
daylight amenity. The report has been independently reviewed by Schroeders Begg who agree with
the findings. The scheme has been designed to allow good levels of sunlight and daylight similar to
other urban schemes.
7.3.12 The Mayor’s Housing SPG advises that habitable rooms should be provided with suitable privacy.
18-21m is indicated as a suitable minimum distance between facing habitable rooms, although the
standard notes that “adhering rigidly to these measures can limit the variety of urban spaces and
housing types in the city and can sometimes unnecessarily restrict density”. Within the application
site, a minimum separation distance of 18m (distances range between 19.5 metres between Blocks
A and C and 28 metres between Blocks B and C) is achieved between the habitable room windows
of the 4 proposed blocks, as shown in Figure 11 below with the buildings being carefully orientated
on the site and windows and balconies positioned to minimise the potential for overlooking, which
will allow for privacy in line with standards in the Mayor’s Housing SPG.

Figure 11 – Proposed separation distances within the development
7.3.13 Access cores are well distributed across the site, providing legible entrances and up to seven units
per core on each floor. The proposal has been revised to demonstrate the percentage of true dual

aspect units as defined by the Mayor’s Housing SPG, this amounts to 60% of all units. The
remaining single aspect units are smaller non-family sized units and none are north facing and have
been well designed benefiting from full length floor to ceiling height glazing and good levels of
natural light.
Noise and disturbance
7.3.14 Policy 7.15 of the London Plan requires development proposals to contribute to the reduction of
noise. This approach is maintained by emerging new draft London Plan Policy ED7, which seeks to
reduce, manage and mitigate noise.
7.3.15 In respect of residential developments, the Lambeth Local Plan (Policy H6) seeks to ensure that
proposed developments will not lead to an unacceptable level of noise and disturbance. A noise and
vibration assessment, prepared by KP Acoustics, has been submitted with the application. As part of
the proposal, a robust glazing specification is proposed which would provide internal noise levels for
all residential environments of the development commensurate to the design range set out in
BS8233. Mechanical ventilation is also proposed to provide a fresh air supply to internal habitable
spaces (bedrooms, living rooms etc.) as well as extract from kitchens and toilets. In this case,
external noise break-in to the habitable spaces via the ventilation ducts will be negligible (when
compared to the glazing) as the system is fully ducted. The assessment concludes that no further
mitigation measures are necessary to protect the proposed habitable spaces from external noise
intrusion.
7.3.16 The survey of prevailing vibration levels on the open site, correlated with railway timetables
available, indicate that adverse comment would not be expected from future occupiers within the
development as a result of vibration on site. At this stage, the report concludes that it is not
anticipated that any vibration mitigate measures would be required.
7.3.17 No objection has been raised by the Council’s Environmental Health (Noise) Section subject to
conditions controlling plant and noise levels, noise and vibration attenuation, noise assessment and
mitigation, servicing management plan, waste management and operation hours for commercial
uses being attached to any permission granted.
7.3.18 The distances between the proposed buildings and the viaducts (and warehouse wall), as shown in
Figure 12 below, are sufficient to provide attractive new streets that reflect the industrial history of
the site. Furthermore, all residential accommodation facing the viaducts would be at a higher level
than the railway lines. The proposed scheme would be between 7-12 metres from the railway
viaducts which represents a significant improvement over the approved scheme which provided
distances of between 2 – 7 metres. Section A below shows the proposed scheme in relation to the
viaducts and in comparison, to the position of the approved scheme.

Figure 12 – Proposed separation distances with viaduct
7.3.19 Overall, with the proposed mitigation measures as set out above to minimise noise levels and the
proposal would meet the requirements of Policy 7.15 of the London Plan and Policy D13 of the Local
Plan.
Residential Amenity and Play Space
7.3.20 Each residential unit would be provided with external amenity space in the form of balconies and/or
access to 1,025sqm of communal amenity space provided at the second-floor podium level and at
the rooftop level of Block C. The roof terrace amenity space area is to be landscaped and will include
furniture such as hardwood seating. All tenure units would have direct access to all of the communal
amenity space areas proposed in accordance with Policy H5 of the Local Plan.
7.3.21 Policy 3.6 of the London Plan seeks to ensure that development proposals include suitable provision
for play and recreation, with further detail in the Mayor’s supplementary planning guidance ‘Shaping
Neighbourhoods: Play and Informal Recreation’, which sets a benchmark of 10sq.m of useable child
play space to be provided per child, with under-fives play space being provided on-site as a
minimum.
7.3.22 In accordance with the Mayor’s Play and Informal Recreation Play SPG, approximately 47 children
are predicted to live in the development, requiring 470sqm of play space. Amendments have been
made to the second-floor podium amenity space area during the course of the application to
maximise direct access from the proposed residential units to this space, which is welcomed. The
quantum of amenity has been clarified as 789sqm and this is accordance with Policy H5 of the Local
Plan. As the proposal includes a number of units which fall short of the Lambeth Local Plan 10sqm
threshold for private amenity space, the landscape plan, as shown in Figure 13 below, illustrates
how the shortfall which overall amounts to 174sqm has been consolidated into the communal
amenity space in accordance with policy H5. Play space for children under 12 will be located in the
podium amenity space area with off-site provision intended for children over 12. There are significant
open spaces and play facilities within a 10-minute walk of the site that would cater for older children.
Full details of the design and landscape specification of these areas would be secured by condition
in any permission granted.

Figure 13 – Proposed communal amenity space and play areas

7.4

Amenity for Neighbouring Occupiers

7.4.1

One of the core planning principles (paragraph 17) in the NPPF is that decisions should “always
seek to secure high quality design and a good standard of amenity for all existing and future
occupants of land and buildings”. Policy 7.1 of the London Plan states that in their neighbourhoods,
people should have a good quality environment.

7.4.2

Policy Q2 of the Local Plan only supports development if visual amenity from adjoining sites and
from the public realm is not unacceptably compromised, acceptable standards of privacy are
provided, adequate outlook is provided, while undue sense of enclosure and overlooking is avoided,
and daylight and sunlight levels to both the host property and surrounding properties are not
compromised.
Daylight, Sunlight and Overshadowing

7.4.3

In accordance with Lambeth Local Plan 2015 Policy Q2 (Amenity) the application is accompanied by
a Daylight and Sunlight Assessment prepared by Point2Surveyors. This provides an assessment of
the potential impact of the development on sunlight, daylight and overshadowing to neighbouring
residential properties and open spaces based on the approach set out in the Building Research
Establishment’s (BRE) ‘Site Layout Planning for Daylight and Sunlight: A Good Practice Guide’. This
includes an assessment of impacts on the site’s residential neighbours.

7.4.4

The beginning of the Agenda Pack contains broad contextual overview of the assessment framework
within which BRE compliant sunlight and daylight studies are undertaken. This includes an
explanation of the key terms and targets contained within the BRE guidance. The following
assessment has been made in the context of this information.

7.4.5

The BRE guidelines are not mandatory; they do however act as a guide to help understand the
impact of a development upon properties, while acknowledging that in some circumstances, such as
that of an urban environment or where the existing site is only previously partially developed some
impact may be unavoidable. It should be further noted that the BRE guide considers level of daylight,
sunlight and overshadowing tests based on an expectation of reasonable levels of light within a
suburban context and this should be kept in mind when considering a more urban London context as
is the case for the application site.

7.4.6

The Council has sought an independent review of the Point2Surveyor’s report findings in respect of
possible impacts of the new development on surrounding sites and within the development itself.
This review was undertaken by Schroeders Begg. Their assessment review considers a number of
tests:











7.4.7

The 25-degree line: Properties will very likely retain good levels of daylight and sunlight if new
development does falls below a 25-degree line to the horizontal drawn from the centre of the
lowest window;
Vertical Sky Component (VSC): A measure of the amount of skylight available at the centre of
a habitable room window (ratio compared to horizontal plane) to serve a habitable room. The
BRE guide states that daylighting may be affected if the VSC calculation is less than 27% and
less than 0.8 times its former value;
Annual Probable Sunlight Hours (APSH): Is a measure of the average number of hours per
year in which direct sunlight is received by a window. The BRE guide states that rooms may be
affected if they receive less than 25% APSH for the year and 5% APSH for the winter; and less
than 0.8 times former value;
Daylight Distribution / No skyline test: A measure that calculates the amount of area (at the
working plane) of a habitable room which receives direct skylight and how much does not. The
BRE guide highlights if less than 0.8 times former value, reductions will be noticeable;
Shadowing: The BRE guide recommends that at least half the area of an amenity space should
receive at least 2hrs of sunlight on the equinox (21 March); and
Average Daylight Factor (ADF): Is a measure of the daylight received inside a habitable room.
The BRE guide recommends that the minimum ADF values should be achieved for bedrooms
(1%), living rooms (1.5%) and kitchens (2%).

The following surrounding properties contain residential accommodation and, due to their proximity
to the development site, applicable residential units within have been assessed in terms of the
effects of the proposed development upon their daylight and sunlight amenity:


Coldharbour Lane:
Odd Nos: 209, 209a, 211-213, 215-217, 225
Even Nos: 202-204, 204a, 206-208, 210-214, 216, 218, 220



Herne Hill Road: Nos. 5 & 9 (Ganby House), 11, 13, 15



Wanless Road: Nos. 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 23A



Hinton Road:
Odd Nos: 11, 13, 15, 17, 19
Even Nos: 6-8, 10-12, 14-16, 18-20, 22

7.4.8

Before considering each of the above properties, it should be highlight that the site was previously
granted planning permission for a mixed-use development (15/01062/FUL). Notwithstanding this, the
current scheme has been considered and the impact of the proposed massing change when
compared to the original existing massing that occupied the site prior to demolition (as represented
within the Point 2 report). Whilst alternative target criteria (relating to the impact upon neighbouring
properties) has been discussed, the impact to neighbouring properties without reference to any
agreed alternative target criteria, as in terms of impacts to neighbouring properties, is considered
acceptable within the realm of this site proposal and urban context, without the need to agree formal
benchmark alternative targeting.

7.4.9

It is also highlighted that whilst this application excludes the Sureway International Christian
Ministries Church (Site 2 within 15/01062/FUL), the ‘Cumulative Consideration’ as commented upon

later in this report, has been considered in respect of both the cumulative effect of both schemes i.e.
the Sureway and this application proposal upon neighbouring properties and also consideration of
the impact of this application upon the proposed residential units which form part of the proposed
scheme for the Sureway International Christian Ministries Church. Unless noted otherwise, all
analysis references exclude consideration of the Sureway International Christian Ministries Church,
as set out in the ‘Cumulative Consideration’ section below.
Daylight
7.4.10 The main consideration for neighbouring daylight review is in reference to the vertical sky component
(VSC) and daylight distribution (where room layouts are known) as per the BRE Guide. Given that
there is fairly limited existing massing on site, whilst reductions in daylight require due consideration,
given that some of the surrounding neighbouring properties will have higher levels of daylight
(ordinarily, not the norm for an urban location), we consider it is also appropriate that some
consideration is also given to retained values of daylight in the proposed scenario i.e. retained values
with the proposed development in-situ.
7.4.11 The review has focused upon the conventional BRE Guide analysis of VSC and daylight distribution
review. However, given that there are a number of properties with some analysis results not meeting
BRE Guide target criteria (especially given the fairly minimal massing on site), the extent of any
‘adverse impact’ has been categorised on the basis of the typical Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA) with reductions that exceed 20% (i.e. ‘adverse / noticeable effect) being defined as follows:




Minor Adverse: Reductions in VSC or NSL of 20% to 29.9%;
Moderate Adverse: Reductions in VSC or NSL of 30% to 39.9%; and
Major Adverse: Reductions in VSC or NSL of equal / greater than 40%.

7.4.12 The daylight results can be summarised as follows (with reference to Point 2 Surveyor’s Daylight &
Sunlight Report submitted):
Coldharbour Lane:
Odd Nos: 209, 209a, 211-213, 215-217, 225
Even Nos: 202-204, 204a, 206-208, 210-214, 216, 218, 220
7.4.13 In terms of reductions in daylight to neighbouring properties review on Coldharbour Lane, all
applicable reductions meet the default BRE Guide target with the isolated exception to neighbouring
Nos. 209a, 211-213, 215-217 and 220 with each of these properties now examined in further detail
as set out below:
No.209a Coldharbour Lane:
Daylight VSC:
7.4.14 There are a number of windows facing towards the site of which five have been considered as
serving habitable rooms (the remainder are considered to be serving WCs / bathrooms and galley
kitchens i.e. ‘non-habitable’). In respect of these five rooms, these relate to two assumed living
rooms at first floor level and three assumed bedrooms at second floor level. In terms of reductions in
VSC for the living rooms, one is ‘minor’ and the other is ‘moderate’ adverse and for the bedrooms,
two are ‘moderate’ and one is ‘major adverse’. However, in consideration of the retained values, at
first floor level, VSC retained values are 18.8 and 20.7 respectively and at second floor these are 22
and above. On this basis, whilst the reductions will be noticeable, in consideration of the retained
VSC values, such isolated reductions can be considered reasonable for an urban context.

Daylight Distribution:
7.4.15 Any applicable reductions in daylight distribution meet BRE Guide target criteria / there is no adverse
effect to daylight distribution.
Nos.211-213 Coldharbour Lane:
Daylight VSC:
7.4.16 It is not definitive which rooms are habitable or non-habitable; five windows have been analysed as
potentially serving habitable rooms (although at least one is assumed to serve a bathroom). From
the five rooms analysed, reductions to two rooms meet BRE Guide target criteria. For the remaining
three rooms, reductions can be considered as ‘minor’ adverse which can be considered reasonable
for an urban context.
Daylight Distribution:
7.4.17 For the five rooms analysed (which may not all relate to habitable rooms), from the analysis, two
meet BRE Guide target criteria. For the remaining three habitable rooms (which do not meet BRE
Guide target criteria for daylight distribution), these have a reduction that is ‘moderate / major’
adverse to two rooms and ‘major adverse’ to one room although this particular room is considered to
be more likely a bathroom i.e. non-habitable. In further consideration of the two rooms (‘moderate/
major’ adversity), the retained values in the proposed scenario would be circa half of the room area
having access to direct sky (at the working plane) in terms of daylight distribution. Given these rooms
are anticipated to be bedrooms or non-habitable, such an impact is considered to be acceptable.
Nos.215-217 Coldharbour Lane:
Daylight VSC:
7.4.18

To the rear end elevation of this property, there are four windows, each serving at bedroom,
applicable for review (one window at 1st, 2nd, 3rd & 4th floor). From the four windows analysed,
reductions to two windows/rooms meet BRE Guide target criteria. For the remaining two windows/
rooms, reductions can be considered as ranging ‘minor to moderate’ adverse which can be
considered reasonable for an urban context (retained VSC in the proposed scenario is 17.8 and 25
respectively), especially in consideration that they are bedrooms where daylight is less important
than say to a living room.
Daylight Distribution:

7.4.19 Any applicable reductions in daylight distribution meet BRE Guide target criteria / there is no adverse
effect to daylight distribution.
No.220 Coldharbour Lane:
Daylight VSC:
7.4.20 From the thirty eight windows analysed, all meet BRE Guide target criteria with the isolated
exception of one window with a ‘minor adverse’ reduction; given the reduction is still close to BRE
Guide target criteria and that this particular room is served by five other windows which all readily
meet BRE Guide target criteria, this reduction are considered acceptable.

Daylight Distribution:
7.4.21 Any applicable reductions in daylight distribution meet BRE Guide target criteria / there is no adverse
effect to daylight distribution.
Herne Hill Road: Nos. 5 & 9 (Ganby House), 11, 13, 15
7.4.22 In terms of reductions in daylight to neighbouring properties reviewed on Herne Hill Road, all
applicable reductions meet BRE Guide target with the isolated exception to neighbouring Nos. 5 & 9
(Ganby Hill) with both of these properties now examined in further details as below:
No.5 (Ganby House) Herne Hill Road:
Daylight VSC:
7.4.23 For the five windows facing site / fronting onto Herne Hill Road (assumed serving habitable rooms –
rooms layouts and use unknown), reductions can be considered typically ‘major adverse’ (albeit, one
window is at the upper range of ‘moderate’ adverse). However, in consideration of the retained
values, at ground floor, VSC retained values are 18.1 and 20.8 respectively and at first floor these
are 20.8 and above. On this basis, whilst reductions will be noticeable, in consideration of the
retained VSC values, such isolated reductions can be considered reasonable for an urban context.
Daylight Distribution:
7.4.24 For the same five windows analysed and assuming each window is serving a respective habitable
room, in terms of daylight distribution analysis, each room would have a ‘minor / moderate’ adverse
reduction. In further consideration that in all instances, the retained values in the proposed scenario
would result in these rooms having circa two-thirds or more of the room area having access to direct
sky (at the working plane) it can be considered that such reductions / retained values for daylight
distribution, such impact should ordinarily be considered acceptable.
No 9 (Ganby House) Herne Hill Road:
Daylight VSC:
7.4.25 For the five windows facing site / fronting onto Herne Hill Road (assumed serving habitable rooms –
rooms layouts and use unknown), reductions to two windows meet BRE Guide target criteria whilst
for three windows, reductions can be considered ‘minor’ adverse. Given that the retained VSC
values for the three windows that have minor adverse reductions is at a VSC value of 23 or greater,
such isolated reductions can be considered reasonable for an urban context.
Daylight Distribution:
7.4.26 For the same five windows analysed and assuming each window is serving a respective habitable
room, in terms of daylight distribution analysis, three rooms would readily meet BRE Guide target
criteria with the two remaining rooms have a ‘minor’ adverse reduction in daylight distribution. In
further consideration of these two rooms, the retained values in the proposed scenario would result
in these rooms having circa two-thirds or more of the room area having access to direct sky (at the
working plane) in terms of daylight distribution; it is considered such impact should ordinarily be
considered acceptable.
Hinton Road:
Odd Nos: 11, 13, 15, 17, 19
Even Nos: 6-8, 10-12, 14-16, 18-20, 22

7.4.27 In terms of reductions in daylight to neighbouring properties reviewed on Hinton Road, all applicable
reductions meet BRE Guide target (for both daylight VSC and daylight distribution). As background,
we note that the ground floor of No 22 Hinton Road has not been analysed which is considered to
also be a self-contained flat (the building comprising 3 No flats in total – one flat per floor). However,
given the analysis results for the 1st floor, we consider that the results for the ground floor would still
meet / be close to BRE Guide target criteria / no meaningful adverse effect.
Sunlight and overshadowing
7.4.28 On the aspect of sunlight to neighbouring habitable rooms (living rooms are the main sun important
rooms) and for windows applicable for consideration (those that face within 90 degrees of south) the
analysis review confirms that reductions all meet the BRE Guide target criteria. Thus, availability of
sunlight to neighbouring habitable rooms (with particular focus upon living rooms) meets the BRE
Guide target criteria / there is no adverse effect.
7.4.29 In terms of amenity areas, there are no formal amenity areas that could be significantly affected by
overshadowing in reference to the 2-hour amenity test at the equinox. In summary, there is no
material adverse impact for sunlight and overshadowing.
Cumulative Consideration
7.4.30 Whilst this application excludes the Sureway International Christian Ministries Church (Site 2 within
15/01062/FUL), the ‘Cumulative Consideration’ has been considered in respect of both the
cumulative effect of both schemes i.e. the Sureway and this application proposal upon neighbouring
properties and also consideration on the impact of this application upon the proposed residential
units which form part of the proposed scheme for the Sureway International Christian Ministries
Church. The impact is as follows:
Cumulative impact of the Sureway and this application proposal upon neighbouring properties:
7.4.31 Analysis results have been provided for massing changes from existing (with Sureway already built)
to proposed (Sureway and application proposal built). It is considered appropriate to consider the
shift change from existing (without Sureway) to proposed (Sureway and application proposal built). In
summary, there is limited difference between the impacts already reported upon and those impacts
for the cumulative consideration. This accords with the relative massing and positioning context of
the Sureway development in that it is fairly remote from neighbouring residential properties other
than those isolated properties closest (i.e. Nos. 202-204 & 206-208 Coldharbour Lane) which will still
retain reasonable daylight and sunlight level in the cumulative scenario. In summary, these is no
marked adversity increase to neighbouring properties in the cumulative situation to that already
considered for the application scheme.
Impact of this application upon the proposed residential units which form part of the proposed
scheme for the Sureway International Christian Ministries Church:
7.4.32 Based on the analysis results and proposed arrangement of habitable rooms within the Sureway and
in particular, that the daylight important rooms of living rooms are dual aspect, then suitable levels of
daylight would be retained. Equally, in terms of sunlight, suitable levels of sunlight would also be
retained to living rooms. In consideration of amenity, there is some sunlight reduction to the rear
terrace amenity (main area at third floor level); such reductions are in the morning with limited effect
during the afternoon (suitable sunlight availability still retained in consideration of the 2-hour amenity
test at the 21st March equinox).

Sunlight
7.4.33 In terms of sunlight, it is important to consider new habitable rooms, primarily living rooms. The
analysis results provided are reasonable for an urban multi-unit development. Sunlight to the
proposed amenity areas within the development has also been appropriately assessed in reference
to the BRE Guide 2-hour amenity test (target 2 hours of sunlight or more to at least 50% of the
amenity area), all of which meet BRE Guide target criteria.
7.4.34 On balance, considering all aspects in terms of daylight and sunlight, whilst the proposed scheme
does result in some isolated adverse / noticeable reductions in daylight (but not for sunlight), for such
reductions, these could be considered reasonable given consideration to a number of factors
including; the extent of the adverse impact is limited; the fairly minimal existing massing on-site (thus
greater reductions are evitable), and consideration of retained values, urban locality etc.
7.4.35 In terms of provision of daylight and sunlight within the development (self-testing), the proposal
adheres reasonably closely to the BRE Guide with the exception of a small number of living rooms
as highlighted.
Outlook, Openness, Privacy and Overlooking
7.4.36 As shown in Figure 14 below, the development has been designed to ensure no undue overlooking
or loss of privacy to neighbouring residential properties. With respect to the possible implications on
amenity by way of overlooking and impact on privacy to existing neighbouring occupiers, there are
no residential windows within the proposed development that are less than 20 metres from existing
neighbouring residential properties in Herne Hill Road, Coldharbour Lane and Wanless Street.

Figure 14 – Relationship with Neighbouring Properties
7.4.37 Given the separation distances proposed and positioning of the proposed windows and amenity

areas, the proposed development would not appear visually overbearing or result in any undue
overlooking or loss of privacy to neighbouring residential properties.
Noise and Vibration
7.4.38 A noise and vibration assessment, prepared by KP Acoustics, has been submitted with the
application. No objection has been raised by the Council’s Environmental Health section to the
findings of the assessments undertaken. A Construction, Environmental and Management Plan
(CEMP), including construction noise monitoring and reporting, will be adopted and agreed with the
Council by condition with control of the final mitigation measures being secured by s106 legal
agreement.
7.4.39 At this stage, the precise location and type of all fixed plant during the operational phase have not
yet been determined. Noise emission limits have therefore been set for fixed plant items to inform the
selection and design process associated with the fixed plant and their installation to ensure that
sound levels are adequately controlled. Any change in road traffic noise levels on the local road
network as a result of the proposed development would not be significant and no mitigation
measures are required. Noise levels relating to proposed plant and machinery would be secured by
condition to ensure no undue disturbance to existing neighbouring residential properties.
7.4.40 The proposed development achieves acceptable standards for existing residential occupiers, in
accordance with national and local standards. Subject to the above matters relating to noise being
secured by condition, the proposal would not result in any significant increase in noise and
disturbance to existing neighbouring properties.
7.5

Designing Out Crime

7.5.1

Local Plan Policy Q3 requires developments to be designed in a manner that does not engender
opportunities for crime or anti-social behaviour, or create a hostile environment that would produce
fear of crime.

7.5.2

For a development of this nature, the main considerations would relate to counter terrorism, access
to the building and the areas of public realm around the building. No objection has been raised by
the Designing out Crime Officer to the proposed development which would incorporate principles of
Secured by Design. Conditions requiring a delivery and servicing plan, public realm management
plan, a car park management plan and Secured by Design certification will ensure that the proposed
development provides a safe and secure environment.

7.6

Ecology, Trees and Landscaping

7.6.1

Policy Q9 of the Local Plan reflects the aims of Policy EN1, promoting opportunities for greening as
well as protection and enhancement of existing biodiversity. Policy Q9 also supports the use of
landscaping to provide strong boundary treatments, together with access routes and parking areas
compliant with safety standards and minimum parking standards.

7.6.2

A Phase 1 Habitat Survey of the site provided with the application has confirmed that the site is of
limited ecological interest and that there is a limited scope for development to cause negative
ecological impacts. Accordingly, it is possible for the proposed development to result in a net positive
impact on biodiversity.

7.6.3

In order to achieve this, the following measures recommended by the Phase 1 Habitat Survey will
deliver benefits for wildlife in accordance with the strategy of Policy 7.19 of the London Plan and
Policy EN1 of the Local Plan to take advantage of opportunities to deliver positive gains for nature
through the layout, design and materials of the development:

1. Tree planting and other soft landscaping at the site using species that have known benefits to
wildlife;
2. Bird nesting boxes to be installed at suitable locations; and
3. The installation of green walls and roofs.
7.6.4

7.7

Overall, extensive areas of hard and soft landscaping are proposed across the site at ground/street,
second floor podium and roof levels, offering a substantial improvement for a site that currently has
no formal landscaping as shown in Figure 13 above. The landscaping proposals, full details to be
secured by condition, will provide a material uplift in the ecological value of the site. The proposals
therefore provide positive contributions though significantly improved landscaping across the site,
creating benefits for local wildlife.
Transport

7.7.1

Policies 6.1 and 6.3 of the London Plan seeks to ensure that the impacts of development in transport
capacity and the transport network are fully assessed.

7.7.2

Policies T3, T6, T7 and T8 of the Local Plan seek to ensure that proposals for development will have
a limited impact on the performance and safety of the highway network and that sufficient and
appropriate car parking and cycle storage is provided whilst meeting objectives to encourage
sustainable transport and to reduce dependence on the private car. If development will have an
unacceptable transport impact, it should be refused in the absence of mitigation measures to make
the development acceptable.
Site context

7.7.3

The site lies within easy walking distance of Loughborough Junction station, providing access to
Thameslink services, and has a number of bus stops within proximity proving access to 4 bus routes.
Although Denmark Hill Station is not within a reasonable walking distance to the site, located
approximately 1.1 kilometres to the east of the site, it provides access to Overground, Thameslink
and South-eastern services.

7.7.4

The site has a public transport accessibility level (PTAL) of 4 (good) on a scale of 1 to 6, where 6b is
the most accessible. The site is within the Zone A ‘Camberwell’ of Lambeth’s Controlled Parking
Zone (CPZ) which operates between 08:30 and 18:30 Monday to Friday. The site also borders Zone
B ‘Brixton’ which operates between 08:30 and 17:30 Monday to Friday, as well as Zone N ‘Herne
Hill’ which operates between 12:00 and 14:00 Monday to Friday
Access

7.7.5

The development proposes a new internal access road with two new crossovers onto Herne Hill
Road as shown in Figure 15 below. The northern section of the access road is intended to be two
way providing direct access to the existing church car park from Herne Hill Road as well as allowing
servicing to the northern areas of the proposed building without the need to use the one-way section
of road to the south.

Figure 15 – Proposed Access to the site
7.7.6

The southern section of the access road, also accessed from Herne Hill Road, will consist of a oneway route through the site. As the proposed internal access road will be shared between cyclists and
vehicles, the site layout has been amended to include increased footpath widths of 2 metres along
the southern elevation of the proposed buildings and a reduced area for the loading bay. This has
allowed for increased public realm and a reduction in area for vehicles, resulting in a more
pedestrian friendly environment. As a result of moving the road further south there is also now
improved visibility around the south-western corner. As such, the proposal would not be prejudicial to
highway or pedestrian safety.

7.7.7

The existing vehicular crossover into the site will be reinstated as footway. All works associated with
the introduction of the new access points and the removal of the existing vehicle crossover will be
done at the applicant’s expense. Under the proposals, an improved extended footway would be
created on Herne Hill Road, with parts of the site dedicated as public highway. Such works would be
secured via a S278 agreement to be agreed.
Sustainable travel and cycle parking

7.7.8

In total, 286 long-stay (248 residential and 38 commercial) and 68 short-stay (4 residential and 64
commercial) cycle parking spaces are proposed at ground floor level. The total number of cycle
parking spaces proposed is 354, which exceeds (draft) New London Plan Policy T5 which requires
313 spaces to be provided. Long-stay cycle parking is proposed by way of secure and covered
locations within four cycle stores within the site. Short- stay cycle parking spaces are proposed at
easily accessible locations within and around the rear access road as shown in Figure 16 below.
Lockers, showers and on-site changing facilities have also been incorporated into the design of the
proposals within the first floor of the commercial floorspace to further encourage cycling and would
be accessed by a lift from an entrance onto Herne Hill Road. Full details of the cycle parking
provision proposed would be secured by condition in any permission granted.

Figure 16 – Proposed cycle parking at ground floor level
7.7.9

Electric vehicle charge points are to be provided for the four disabled car parking spaces proposed to
meet London Plan standards and this would be secured by condition. The development will be
parking permit-free for all residents and employees on site, and a Travel Plan will cover all uses
proposed on site.
Pedestrian and Cycling Infrastructure and Network Impacts

7.7.10 Pedestrian and cycle access will be provided by the network of footways and carriageways that
make up the existing public highway. The development will also provide enhanced public realm on
Herne Hill Road and a new access road to the rear of the site. A footway of between 2.1 metres and
2.9 metres would be provided alongside the access road with localised narrowing for cycle parking
and tree planting. This will allow pedestrians to travel through the Site and provide access to building
entrances and cycle parking facilities. It is noted that the majority of residents, employees and
visitors attending the site will not use the western footway within the site owing to the location of the
residential and commercial entrances.
7.7.11 In line with the latest Transport Assessment guidance published by TfL in June 2019, an Active
Travel Audit has been undertaken rather than the historic PERS and CERS audit methodology. The
Active Travel Audit submitted to the Greater London Authority (GLA) and TfL has been submitted
separate to the Transport Note accompanying the application. The audit covers the main routes to
Loughborough Junction Station, Brixton Station and Denmark Hill Station, and includes
recommendations to improve the pedestrian and cyclist environment.
7.7.12 When compared with the extant planning permission (ref. 15/01062/FUL) granted, the proposed
development amounts to a modest uplift of 9 residential units and 517sqm of commercial/
employment floorspace (Use Class B1) over the extant scheme. It is therefore argued by the

applicant that the office trip generation figures included within the trip generation assessment are
considered appropriate, being based on the approved trip rates for the extant planning permission.
7.7.13 The Trips generation, as currently presented, shows that the proposed residential units may
generate 86 person movements in the AM peak hour and 71 person movements in the PM peak. By
applying a modal split based on 2011 Census data for journey to work (residents), adjusted to reflect
the car free nature of the site, and taking account of the restricted car use and car permit free
development, public transport is the key mode that will support the movement of people to and from
the site – reflecting the good public transport provision in the local area.
7.7.14 TfL, being the operator of public transport in the area, have raised no objection in principle with the
development’s effect on public transport. Similarly, Network Rail have also raised no objection to the
proposals. Given the scale of development proposed and that the majority of trips will use public
transport, it is considered appropriate that financial contributions be sought for access and
environmental improvements at Loughborough Junction station; the Healthy Route Network on
Coldharbour Lane; and for a cycle hire docking station as part of the planned expansion to the area.
Such contributions would be secured by s106 legal agreement.
Car parking
7.7.15 The site will be parking permit free, secured via s106 legal agreement. All residents and employees
will be prevented from applying for parking permits. 20% of all the accessible car parking spaces
proposed must be for electric vehicles with an additional 20% passive provision for electric vehicles
in the future. This would be secured by condition.
7.7.16 In line with the Draft New London Plan (2019), the proposals include a provision of 3% accessible
car parking on-site. A car park management plan to demonstrate how the demand for additional Blue
Badge car parking can be achieved (up to 10%), would be secured by condition. The site’s
accessibility to step-free buses will also help to provide a suitable, sustainable and long-term
alterative solution to wheelchair accessibility within London rather than the encouragement of car
driving. The provision of an on-street car club bay within the vicinity of the site will also assist to
encourage sustainability and a financial contribution of £10,000 for the provision of such a bay would
be secured by s106 legal agreement.
7.7.17 The proposed entry gate onto Herne Hill Road will be controlled by a fob / remote access linked to a
concierge and will be left open during the day and closed late at night. Conditions controlling the
opening and closing of the access gates and the management of the car park and internal access
road are considered to be appropriate and would be secured in any permission granted.
Servicing
7.7.18 An outline Delivery and Servicing plan has been submitted with the application, which provides a
framework for managing delivery and servicing movements at the site and has been produced in line
with the appropriate policy/ guidance. Suitable delivery and servicing arrangements in principle are
provided, with an internal servicing route which will allow refuse vehicles to get within an acceptable
distance of all waste stores. Exceptional deliveries relate to the delivery of furniture or a removals
van when residents are moving or out of a property. Such deliveries will be organised by residents
directly with the delivery company in conjunction with the Concierge / site management who will allot
specific time periods for such deliveries (particular when moving in / out due to the time period these
vehicles will dwell). Exceptional deliveries can be expected to occur mostly on weekends to ensure
that residents are available to receive the delivery.
7.7.19 At present, the tracking drawings provided show that some larger servicing vehicles could over-run
the footway when entering the internal site access road from Herne Hill Road. The alternative route –
in / out from the northern access point also does not appear to allow larger vehicles to enter and exit

in a forward gear. Given the potential highway and pedestrian safety concerns that could arise as a
result, a condition requiring the approval of a final Delivery and Servicing, including a restriction of
the size of delivery vehicles to 3.5 tonne vans and potentially the use of smaller refuse vehicles if
practicable, would be attached to any permission granted.
Construction
7.7.20 A draft Construction Logistics Plan (CLP) has been provided for the proposed development. The
forecast maximum number of construction vehicle movements is estimated at 9 vehicles per day and
up to 2-3 at peak times. The maximum HGV construction vehicle forecast is identified for May 2020.
For that month approximately 200 construction vehicles are proposed. It is noted that there are
several planned schemes within the area which will likely disrupt traffic movements during this time.
A detailed Construction, Environmental and Management Plan would be secured by condition, which
should prioritise the safety of other road users.
Mitigation
7.7.21 The following mitigation measures will be delivered as part of the development:















Car club 3yrs free membership per household;
New Car Club bay within the vicinity of the site;
Parking permit-free for employees and residents;
Construction, Environmental Management Plan;
Delivery and Service Management Plan;
Travel Plans for residential and non-residential uses and monitoring
Car Park and Access Road Management plan;
Contribution towards Low Traffic Neighbourhood on local streets in the area;
Cycle hire keys available covering 10% of employees.
Enter into s278 agreement for highways works and improvements along Herne Hill Road
including removal of existing and provision of new access points and new improved footway;
Securing of wheelchair units and associated car parking spaces;
Access and environmental improvements at Loughborough Junction station contribution (tbc);
Healthy Route Network on Coldharbour Lane contribution (tbc); and
Cycle hire docking station contribution (tbc);

7.7.22 No objection has been raised by the Council’s Transport and Highways Sections to the proposals.
Subject to the above mitigation measures, the proposals would be in accordance with Policies 6.1
and 6.3 of the London Plan and Policies T3, T6, T7 and T8 of the Local Plan.
7.8

Sustainable Design and Construction

7.8.1

Policies 5.2 and 5.3 of the London Plan state that development proposals should minimise carbon
dioxide emissions and exhibit the highest standards of sustainable design and construction, whilst
Policy 5.7 states that they should provide on-site renewable energy generation. Policy 5.5 states that
Boroughs should seek to create decentralised energy networks, whilst Policy 5.6 requires
development proposals to connect to an existing heating network as a first preference if one is
available.

7.8.2

Policy 5.3 provides a list of the sustainability criteria against which planning applications will be
assessed. The London Plan policy seeks to ensure the following sustainable design principles:




Minimizing carbon dioxide emissions across the Site, including buildings and services
Avoid internal overheating and contributions to the urban heat island effect
Efficient use of natural resources including water







Minimising pollution (including noise and air)
Minimising the generation of waste and maximizing reuse or recycling
Ensuring developments are comfortable and secure for users
Securing sustainable procurement of materials
Promoting and protecting biodiversity and green infrastructure

7.8.3

Policy EN3 of the Local Plan EN3 requires development to utilise decentralized heating, cooling or
power networks in the vicinity of the site, or future proof for planned energy networks.

7.8.4

London Plan Policies 5.1 and 5.2 also expect an overall reduction in carbon dioxide emissions by
60% by 2025, and it is expected that under guidance from the GLA, London boroughs will take
measures to meet this target. Policy 5.2 requires development to implement measures designed to
reduce carbon dioxide emissions. It requires new residential buildings forming part of major
development proposals to be 'zero carbon'.

7.8.5

The London Housing SPG defines 'zero carbon homes' as homes forming part of major development
applications where the residential element of the application achieves at least a 35% reduction in
regulated carbon dioxide emissions (beyond Part L Building Regulations 2013) on-site (in line with
London Plan Policy 5.2B). The remaining regulated carbon dioxide emissions, to 100%, are to be offset through a cash in lieu contribution. In Lambeth, contributions will be set at £1,800 per tonne of
carbon, which represents £60 per tonne over a period of 30 years. In accordance with Policy 5.2,
non-domestic development should seek to achieve a 35% reduction against Part L 2013.

7.8.6

The London Plan also requires that the development follows an energy hierarchy when considering
reducing CO2 emissions. The energy hierarchy must consider incorporation of energy efficiency
measures including passive design, supplying energy efficiently (with a particular emphasis on decentralised energy generation including CHP) and using renewable energy technologies.

7.8.7

The Energy Strategy submitted identifies two main measures, which seek to maximise carbon
savings. Firstly, a site heat network is proposed served by a single energy centre located on the
ground floor of the proposed development. All commercial areas will be provided with capped off
connections to the site-wide heat network. The heat sources shall be high efficiency gas fired boilers
and Air Source Heat Pumps (ASHPs). For the residential units, the ASHPs would be sited externally
at roof level and be connected to the associated indoor energy centre through joining services risers.
Therefore, the proposed location of the ASHPs is on Block A’s roof towards the rear and centre by
the stair core in order to minimise the impact on the aesthetic on Herne Hill Road elevation.

7.8.8

The heat network is based on low temperature design. Instantaneous hot water and low temperature
heating systems have been selected so that the heat network temperature can be minimised. The
ASHPs will be used as a primary heat source and be supplied on the return side (<40°C) of the heat
network before the gas fired boilers. Excess heat will be stored in a thermal store. When the ASHP
output temperature is below the heat network flow temperature, it will act as preheat and the gas
fired boilers will top-up the temperature. This control method will ensure that the heat pumps can
provide beneficial heat to the network for the majority of the year. The system shall be fully evaluated
by the stage 4 design team during the detailed design of the scheme. For the commercial unit, a
dedicated plant space has been allocated in order to house the air source heat pump.

7.8.9

Secondly, the installation of Photovoltaic systems for the commercial units of the new development is
also proposed. Due to roof area of Block C being used for amenity area, photovoltaic systems will be
installed on the flat roofs of Block A and Block B. The PV array has been maximised based on
architectural and services restrictions to provide a realistic level of provision.

7.8.10 Overall, the Energy Strategy confirms that the development as a whole will exceed the minimum
carbon reduction target of 35% set by the GLA and will also meet the targets for zero carbon homes

and 35% CO2 reductions for commercial developments. Residential elements have maximised
efforts to achieve targets set by Lambeth and the GLA (zero carbon homes). As explained within the
Energy Strategy, investigations into further methods to reduce energy consumption and carbon
emissions have been undertaken and have shown that these are not feasible. A financial contribution
relating to the shortfall in carbon reductions will therefore need to be secured. Carbon offsetting will
be calculated and paid on completion of each construction phase in accordance with an updated
Energy Statement for that phase to be secured through by s106 legal agreement.
7.8.11 In order to comply with Policy EN4 of the London Plan, pre-assessments have been conducted
which confirm that it is feasible for all new build, non-residential elements of the development to
achieve BREEAM Excellent.
7.8.12 The Sustainability Statement outlines that the proposed development aims to maximise opportunities
for water efficiency, which include the use of water saving fixtures and fittings, reduced water flow
rates and the installation of water meters to all residential units. Additionally, all residential units will
be designed to meet a water consumption rate of 105 litres per person per day.
7.8.13 In accordance with Policy EN7, a Waste Management Strategy has been provided. This, together
with the Sustainability Statement, identifies that construction waste and waste created through the
operation of the development are sought to be minimised in accordance with the waste hierarchy
and sufficient internal space for the storage, recycling and composting of waste has been
incorporated for all proposed uses. The Statement confirms that the proposed development has
been carefully designed to take the likely impacts of climate change into account. The incorporation
of SuDS, brown roofs and other sustainability measures will reduce the water demands of the
development and manage it as close to its source as possible. The proposed development also
includes some planting to combat the effects of climate change; incorporates solar control glazing to
reduce reliance on air conditioning systems and effective ventilation to reduce internal heat gains.
7.8.14 Due to the site’s accessible location, the proposed development also takes opportunities to
encourage transport by non-car modes and provides 1,071 cycle parking spaces (933 long stay and
138 short stay) to encourage sustainable modes of travel. Lockers, showers and on-site changing
facilities are incorporated into the design to further encourage this and no car parking spaces are
proposed for the office and residential occupants. The Transport Assessment also includes a draft
Travel Plan which will encourage and maximise the use of sustainable travel options available in the
vicinity of the site.
7.8.15 Notwithstanding the evolving Energy Strategy, the proposed development has been designed to be
highly sustainable and maximise the potential carbon savings that can be achieved in accordance
with the aims of the NPPF, London Plan, the Mayor’s Sustainable Design and Construction SPG and
Lambeth Local Plan.
7.9

Other Environmental Matters
Sustainable Drainage and Flood Risk

7.9.1 The NPPF states that inappropriate development in areas at risk of flooding should be avoided by
directing development away from areas at highest risk but, where development is necessary, making it
safe without increasing flood risk elsewhere. Policy 5.12 of the London Plan states that development
proposals must meet flood risk assessment and management requirements. The London Plan SPG
states new development should incorporate Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems and green roofs
where practical with the aim of maximising all opportunities to achieve a Greenfield run-off rate,
increasing biodiversity and improving water quality. Greenfield runoff rates are defined as the runoff
rates from a site, in its natural state, prior to any development. Typically, this is between 2 and 8 litres
per second per hectare. Surface water run-off is to be managed as close to source as possible.

7.9.2 Policy EN5 seeks to minimise the impact of flooding within the borough; permitting appropriate
development in Flood Zones 1, 2, 3a and 3b subject to meeting the criteria in annex 5. The proposed
site is not located within Flood Zone 3 or 2 and as the site area is not greater than 1 hectare, the
requirement for a Flood Risk Assessment would not be triggered.
7.9.3 A Flood Risk Assessment and SuDS report has been submitted with the application. The site is not
located within a ‘Critical Drainage Area’ as defined by the Council and it is therefore not subject to
special flood risk mitigation measures. Indeed, the site is within a ‘Major Development Area’ where
development is to be encouraged. Other forms of flooding have been reviewed and are considered to
be low. Following application of the NPPF Sequential Test, development of this site within Flood Zone
1 is considered appropriate. An Exception Test is not required for the proposed land uses.
7.9.4 The proposed drainage strategy for the site will ensure that the sustainable management of surface
water runoff through the use of SuDS is in line with policy and best practice. Overall, it is concluded
that the policy requirements of the NPPF, London Plan policies 5.11-5.15, emerging new draft London
Plan Policy SI12 and Lambeth Local Plan policies EN5 and EN6 are met.
Air Quality
7.9.5 The site falls within an Air Quality Management Area in relation to a breach of nitrogen dioxide and
particulate matters objectives as specified in the Air Quality Regulations 2000. Policy 7.14 of the
London Plan requires development to support measures that reduce levels of local air pollution and
improve air quality.
7.9.6

An air quality assessment has been submitted with the application which concludes that the
proposed development is air quality neutral in terms of building emissions but not of transport
emissions. A number of transport-led mitigation measures are identified in order to reduce the effect
of the development on local air quality and the amount of vehicle emissions generated. A condition
would therefore be attached to any permission granted requiring the implementation of appropriate
mitigation measures to ensure the proposal is air quality neutral. The residual effects of the proposed
development are considered to be negligible for NO2 and particulate matter and the overall effect of
the proposed development on local air quality is not considered to be significant.

7.9.7

Policy T8 of the Local Plan requires planning applications to be accompanied by a construction and
logistic plan, demonstrating arrangements for construction traffic and how environmental, traffic and
amenity impacts would be minimised. An outline of the principles of a construction management plan
are set out in the submitted documents.

7.9.8

A final management plan will be required setting out full details of the demolition and construction
programme to fully protect the locality from the transport and environmental impacts of construction.
These further details would be secured by condition. A condition is also recommended to ensure any
Non-Road Mobile Machinery (NRMM) used during construction and demolition is compliant with EU
regulations in order to minimise detrimental impact on air quality.
Wind Microclimate

7.9.9

Policy 7.7 of the London Plan states that tall buildings should not have an unacceptable harmful
impact on their surroundings and should not adversely affect microclimate or wind turbulence.

7.9.10 A Wind Microclimate Assessment, prepared by the BRE, has been submitted with the application.
The assessment considers the likely significant effects of the proposed development on the site and
surrounding area in terms of the wind microclimate. The assessment has been subject to wind tunnel
testing which has influenced the design of public and private amenity spaces within the proposed
development in order to ensure that the wind microclimate is suitable for the intended use.

7.9.11 The measurements taken around the existing site show that the wind conditions are suitable for any
pedestrian activity during the winter as well as during the summer. The measurements taken around
the ground level of the proposed development show that the wind conditions are suitable for any
pedestrian activity or pedestrian strolling and other strenuous activities during the winter and during
the summer.
7.9.12 The wind conditions throughout the site are suitable for existing uses during the windiest times of the
year (i.e. sitting use and leisure walking), The assessment concludes that wind conditions at the
proposed building entrances will be suitable for the required use and that balcony conditions will be
acceptable for sitting during the summer season. Podium and roof terrace level amenity spaces are
found to be suitable for sitting and are considered suitable for the intended use.
Ground Conditions and contamination
7.9.13 Whilst the Local Plan does not contain specific policies on land contamination, the supporting text to
Policy EN4 notes that a remediation strategy should be submitted prior to commencement of
development in instances where contamination exists.
7.9.14 No objection has been raised by either the Environment Agency or the Council’s Environmental
Health Section to the proposals. The initial site investigation submitted found some elevated levels of
contamination, ground level landscaping will need to be suitably protected and podium level imported
material will require adequate validation. The site investigation report is accepted as suitable for the
development and measures to mitigate the potential effects of contamination are to be secured by
condition. In addition, a variety of good environmental site practices will be implemented whilst
undertaking construction activities in order to avoid or minimise effects at the source. These include
dust suppression measures during construction, a Piling Risk Assessment and chemical validation of
imported soils for soft landscaping areas.
Archaeology
5.4.5

Historic England (Archaeology) have reviewed the proposals and have raised no objections. Having
considered the proposals with reference to the information held in the Greater London Historic
Environment Record and/or made available in connection with this application, they have concluded
that the proposal is unlikely to have a significant effect on heritage assets of archaeological interest
and have advised that no further assessment or conditions are necessary.
Public Art

5.4.6

The existing warehouse wall along the southern boundary of the site offers the potential for artwork
along its length. This boundary is intended to remain in place as it encloses the spaces within the
railway arches behind. The arches within the southern viaduct are currently home to a cinema, artist
studios and a boxing gym. The proposed scheme has been future proofed to allow for the potential
for the arches to open up into the site by locating the access road around the viaducts thereby
creating space for spill out from the arches. This would provide further activity along the proposed
rear access road and would reflect the mixed-use frontage that is proposed within the new buildings
creating a vibrant new street.

5.4.7

The use of the wall could vary over time, for example in its current form it provides an opportunity for
a large external canvas for local artists, similar projects have been undertaken in the surrounding
area where the viaducts have been used to display local art. The southern wall provides the
opportunity to display portraits of locally significant people integrated with sections of decorative
perforated panels with integrated lighting and areas of artificial green wall. Full details would be
secured by condition.

7.10

Employment and Training

7.10.1 The completed development is estimated to support up to 336 jobs, which would be a net increase of
286 jobs compared to the former industrial use on the site.
7.10.2 Lambeth seeks to maximise local employment opportunities and help address skills deficits in the
local population. Accordingly, the s106 legal agreement would secure an Employment and Skills
Plan (ESP) developed in accordance with the Employment and Skills SPD (Feb 2018) with the
following key requirements:




Reasonable endeavours to secure 25 per cent of jobs and training opportunities created by the
development during construction and the first 2 years of end-use occupation for local residents;
and
Engagement with local school and colleges to promote the skills and qualifications needed for
employment in the commercial sectors of the end-use occupiers in place during the first two
years of the development.

7.10.3 The Employment and Skills SPD also seeks a monetary contribution to help support those sections
of the Lambeth workforce that are furthest from employment, having been out of work for a long
period of time and/or having low levels of skills. The financial contributions will be used by the council
to fund training and support to enable access to newly created employment opportunities arising
from development. For this development the financial contribution would be £84,500 based on the
formula set out in the SPD. This would be secured by s106 agreement.
7.10.4 Subject to this agreement, the development would be compliant with Policy 4.12 of the London Plan
and Policy ED4 of the Local Plan.
7.11

Planning Obligations and CIL

7.11.1 Policy D4 of the Local Plan and Annex 10 sets out the Council’s policy in relation to seeking planning
obligations and the charging approaches for various types of obligation. For contributions that are not
covered by Annex 10, the Council’s approach to calculating contributions is guided by the
Development Viability SPD (adopted 2017) and the Employment and Skills SPD (adopted 2018).
7.11.2 The planning obligations that are proposed are considered necessary to make the development
acceptable in planning terms, are directly related to the development and are fairly and reasonably
related in kind and in scale to the development. They are therefore compliant with the requirements
of Regulation 122 of the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010.
7.11.3 The proposed obligations to be secured through the s106 Agreement are as follows:











Provision of affordable housing on-site at 50% (calculated by habitable rooms) with 28
Affordable rented units (with rents secured in line with the Council’s Tenancy Strategy) and 38
Shared Ownership units (affordability on a sliding scale up to a household income of £90,000)
being secured;
Affordable housing viability reviews (early and advanced stage);
Employment and training contribution of £84,500;
Employment and skills plan;
Enter into s278 agreement for highways works and improvements along Herne Hill Road
including removal of existing and provision of new access points and new improved footway;
Construction, Environmental and Management Plan;
Travel plans and monitoring (fee is £5,000 per plan) for residential and non-residential uses;
Parking permit free development for employees and residents;
Securing of wheelchair units and associated car parking spaces;











Access and environmental improvements at Loughborough Junction station contribution (tbc);
Healthy Route Network on Coldharbour Lane contribution (tbc);
Cycle hire docking station contribution (tbc);
Final Energy statement for future energy network connection, and identify value of any carbon
off-setting contribution (estimated currently to be £152,640);
3yrs free cycle hire membership for residential units;
Cycle hire keys available covering 10% of employees;
Car club 3yrs free membership per household;
Provision of 1 Car club bay on-street within the vicinity of the site (£10,000); and
Administration and implementation fee (for obligations of this scale, 5% of total value of financial
contributions).

7.11.4 If the application is approved and the development is implemented, a liability to pay the Mayoral and
Lambeth Community Infrastructure Levies (CIL) will arise. On the basis of the information supplied
with the applications, the Mayoral CIL is estimated to be £670,000. The Lambeth CIL contribution is
estimated to be approximately £620,000. Expenditure of the majority of a future CIL receipt will be
applied towards Borough infrastructure needs in accordance with the applicable policies and
procedures relating to expenditure decisions.
7.11.5 Allocation of CIL monies to particular infrastructure projects is not a matter for consideration in the
determination of planning applications. Separate governance arrangements are being put in place for
Borough Infrastructure needs.
8

Conclusion

8.1

The proposed development will bring forward the regeneration of the site and is aligned with the
desire for growth within the Loughborough Junction area. Comprising a mix of residential and
employment uses, the proposal maximises the potential of the site providing 134 residential units
which will contribute to meeting the housing needs of the Borough and delivers a significant quantum
of affordable homes within the Borough, including a large proportion of affordable family housing. It
further re-provides a significant amount of Class B1 employment accommodation, including offices
and light industry, on the site targeted towards small and medium sized businesses (an uplift of
795sqm) providing an anticipated 336 jobs (a net increase of 286 jobs compared to the former
industrial use on the site), and delivers an improved new public realm, including an increase in
pavement width on Herne Hill Road and the creation of a new pedestrian route through the site,
improving connectivity to local businesses within the nearby railway arches and within the immediate
area.

8.2

The proposed development is an application of potential strategic importance to London and as such
is referable to the Mayor of London pursuant to the Town and Country Planning (Mayor of London)
Order 2008. The GLA has issued its stage 1 consultation response, and the officer recommendation
contained in this report acknowledges the need to refer the application to the Mayor for his final
decision (Stage 2 referral).

9

PROCEDURAL MATTERS

9.1

The application is referable to the Mayor under the provisions of the Town and Country Planning
(Mayor of London) Order 2008. The application has been referred to the Mayor at ‘Stage 1’. Before
Lambeth can issue a decision on this application it will need to refer the application again to the
Mayor at Stage 2; at which point the Mayor will have the opportunity to elect to become determining
authority, direct refusal, or allow Lambeth to proceed and issue the decision in line with its resolution.

10

EQUALITY DUTY AND HUMAN RIGHTS

10.1

In line with the Public Sector Equality Duty the council must have due regard to the need to eliminate
discrimination and advance equality of opportunity, as set out in section 149 of the Equality Act 2010.
In making this recommendation, regard has been given to the Public Sector Equality Duty and the
relevant protected characteristics (age, disability, gender reassignment, pregnancy and maternity,
race, religion or belief, sex, and sexual orientation).

10.2

In line with the Human Rights Act 1998, it is unlawful for a public authority to act in a way which is
incompatible with a Convention right, as per the European Convention on Human Rights. The human
rights impact has been considered, with particular reference to Article 1 of the First Protocol
(Protection of property), Article 8 (Right to respect for private and family life) and Article 14
(Prohibition of discrimination) of the Convention.

10.3

The Human Rights Act 1998 does not impair the right of the state to make decisions and enforce
laws as deemed necessary in the public interest. The recommendation is considered appropriate in
upholding the council's adopted and emerging policies and is not outweighed by any engaged rights.

11

RECOMMENDATION
1

Resolve to grant conditional planning permission subject to the completion of an
agreement under Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended)
containing the planning obligations listed in this report and any direction as may be
received following further referral to the Mayor of London.

2

Agree to delegate authority to the Assistant Director of Planning, Transport and
Development to:
a) Finalise the recommended conditions as set out in this report, addendums and/or
PAC minutes; and
b) Negotiate, agree and finalise the planning obligations as set out in this report,
addendums and/or PAC minutes pursuant to Section 106 of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990 (as amended).

3

In the event that the committee resolves to refuse planning permission and there is a
subsequent appeal, delegated authority is given to the Assistant Director of Planning,
Transport and Development, having regard to the heads of terms set out in this report,
addendums and/or PAC minutes, to negotiate and complete a document containing
obligations pursuant to Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as
amended) in order to meet the requirement of the Planning Inspector.

4

In the event that the Section 106 Agreement is not completed within 6 months of
committee, delegated authority is given to the Assistant Director of Planning, Transport
and Development to refuse planning permission for failure to enter into a section 106
agreement for the matters identified in this report, addendums and/or the PAC minutes.

APPENDICES
Appendix 1: Draft Decision Notices
Existing and Proposed Drawings
LJ-PRP-R1-00-DR-A-02200 Proposed Ground Floor Plan P6; LJ-PRP-R1-01-DR-A-02201 Proposed First
Floor Plan P6; LJ-PRP-R1-02-DR-A-02202 Proposed Second Floor Plan P5; LJ-PRP-R1-03-DR-A-02203
Proposed Third Floor Plan P3; LJ-PRP-R1-04-DR-A-02204 Proposed Fourth Floor Plan P3; LJ-PRP-R1-05DR-A-02205 Proposed Fifth Floor Plan P3; LJ-PRP-R1-06-DR-A-02206 Proposed Sixth Floor Plan P4; LJPRP-R1-07-DR-A-02207 Proposed Seventh Floor Plan P4; LJ-PRP-R1-08-DR-A-02208 Proposed Eighth
Floor Plan P4; LJ-PRP-R1-09-DR-A-02209 Proposed Ninth Floor Plan P4; LJ-PRP-R1-10-DR-A-02210
Proposed Tenth Floor Plan P3; LJ-PRP-R1-11-DR-A-02211 Proposed Eleventh Floor Plan P3; LJ-PRP-R112-DR-A-02212 Proposed Twelfth Floor Plan P3; LJ-PRP-R1-13-DR-A-02213 Proposed Thirteenth Floor
Plan P3; LJ-PRP-R1-14-DR-A-02214 Proposed Fourteenth Floor Plan P3; LJ-PRP-R1-15-DR-A-02215
Proposed Fifteenth Floor Plan P3; LJ-PRP-R1-16-DR-A-02216 Proposed Sixteenth Floor Plan P3; LJ-PRPR1-ZZ-DR-A-02000 Location Plan P0; LJ-PRP-R1-ZZ-DR-A-02001 Existing Plan P0; LJ-PRP-R1-ZZ-DR-A02002 Proposed Site Plan P2; LJ-PRP-R1-ZZ-DR-A-02003 Existing Site Photos P0; LJ-PRP-R1-ZZ-DR-A02100 Proposed Accommodation Schedule NIA P5; LJ-PRP-R1-ZZ-DR-A-02101 Proposed Accommodation
Schedule GIA P4; LJ-PRP-R1-ZZ-DR-A-02400 Proposed Sections in Context P2; LJ-PRP-R1-ZZ-DR-A02500 Proposed Elevations - Sheet 1 P6; LJ-PRP-R1-ZZ-DR-A-02501 Proposed Elevations - Sheet 2 P5;
LJ-PRP-R1-ZZ-DR-A-02502 Proposed Elevations - Sheet 3 P5; LJ-PRP-R1-ZZ-DR-A-02503 Proposed
Elevations - Sheet 4 P5; AL6480-2001_ Podium; AL6480-2002 _Roof Terrace; AL6480-2000 _Public Realm
Rev A; AL6480-2003 _Illustrative Roof Plan;
Supporting Documents
· Design and Access Statement by PRP;
· Design and Access Statement Addendum by PRP – rev D;
· Accommodation schedules and tenure plans by PRP;
· Active Travel Audit by Caneparo Associates – May 2019;
· Archaeological Assessment by CgMs;
· Air Quality assessment by Create Consulting – rev D;
· Affordable Housing statement including viability statement by Montage Evans;
· Biodiversity survey and report by Greenlink Ecology
· Car Park Management Plan by Caneparo Associates – May 2019;
· Construction Method Statement by United Living – rev B
· Construction Logistics Plan by Caneparo Associates;
· Daylight and Sunlight Assessment by Point 2;
· Daylight and Sunlight (Internal) Assessment by Point 2;
· Delivery and Servicing Management Plan by Caneparo Associates;
· Energy Statement by Calford Seaden – rev 5;
· Estate Management Strategy by Peabody – issue 1;
· Fire Strategy by BB7;
· Flood Risk Assessment and SuDS Report by Tully De’Ath;
· Land Contamination Assessment (phase 1) by Idom Merebrook;
· Land Contamination Assessment (phase 2) by Idom Merebrook;
· Landscape Design and Public Realm Strategy (with Lighting details) by PRP;
· Noise and Vibration Assessment by KP Acoustics – rev E;
· Overheating Strategy by Calford Seaden – rev 5;
· Solar Glare Report by Point 2;
· Statement of Community Involvement by Thorncliffe;
· Sustainable Design & Construction Statement by Calford Seaden;
· Townscape Assessment by Tavernor Consultancy;

· Townscape Addendum by Tavernor Consultancy;
· Transport Assessment by Caneparo Associates;
· Transport Assessment Addendum by Caneparo Associates – October 2019;
· Travel Plan (employee) by Caneparo Associates;
· Travel Plan (residential) by Caneparo Associates;
· Verified Views Methodology Report by Cityscape Digital; and
· Wind Assessment by BRE – issue 3.
Conditions and Informatives
Time period
1. The development to which this permission relates must be begun no later than three years from the date of
this decision notice.
Reason: To comply with the provisions of Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990.
In accordance with approved plans
2. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in complete accordance with the approved plans
and drawings listed in this decision notice, other than where those details are altered pursuant to the
conditions of this planning permission.
Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning.
Pre-commencement Conditions
Drainage scheme
3. No construction of the development shall commence until a detailed drainage scheme designed with regard
to the drainage hierarchy set out in the London Plan, has been submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority.
The drainage scheme for the development shall be implemented and maintained in accordance with the
approved details and retained permanently thereafter. No discharge of foul or surface water from the site
shall be accepted into the public system until the drainage works referred to in the strategy have been
completed. No drainage systems for the infiltration of surface water drainage into the ground are permitted
other than with the express written consent of the Local Planning Authority. The drainage scheme shall
include:
a) The final surface water drainage design to scale, showing all connections, SuDS features and water
storage details for the entire site.
b) Details of how the scheme achieves betterment compared to the existing peak surface water runoff
rates from the site.
c) Details of a rainwater harvest system.
d) Details of how trees and planters will be located to maximise betterment.
e) Any offsite consents required, such as agreed surface water discharge consents from Thames Water
Utilities.
f) A maintenance and management plan for the proposed drainage scheme.
All provisions for drainage must be undertaken in accordance with the details herby approved, unless the
written consent of the Local Planning Authority is received for any variation.
Reason: To minimise the risk of flooding (Policy EN6 of the Lambeth Local Plan 2015).

Contamination
4. (A) No development above ground shall commence until the following components of a scheme to deal with
the risks associated with contamination of the site have been submitted to and approved in writing by the
local planning authority. Any scheme submitted shall be developed in accordance with the risk management
and mitigation measures identified in Meerbrook report reference GEA-18527AJ-18-268-REV D dated
October 2018 and shall include:
(i) An options appraisal and remediation strategy giving full details of the remediation measures required
and how they are to be undertaken;
(ii) A verification plan providing details of the data that will be collected in order to demonstrate that the
works set out in iii) are complete and identifying any requirements for longer-term monitoring of
pollutant linkages, maintenance and arrangements for contingency action.
The development of the relevant phase shall thereafter be implemented in accordance with the details and
measures approved.
(B) Prior to occupation of any part of the development, a verification report demonstrating completion of the
works set out in the approved remediation strategy and the effectiveness of the remediation for the relevant
phase/sub-phase shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The report
shall include results of sampling and monitoring carried out in accordance with the approved verification plan
to demonstrate that the site remediation criteria have been met. It shall also include any plan (a "long-term
monitoring and maintenance plan") for longer-term monitoring of pollutant linkages, maintenance and
arrangements for contingency action, as identified in the verification plan, and for the reporting of this to the
local planning authority.
(C) If, during development, contamination not previously identified is found to be present at the site then no
further development within that phase/sub-phase shall be carried out until the developer has submitted, and
obtained written approval from the Local Planning Authority for, an amendment to the remediation strategy
detailing how this unsuspected contamination will be dealt with.
Reason: For the protection of controlled waters and the site is located over a Secondary Aquifer and it is
understood that the site may be affected by historic contamination. (Policies 5.21 of the London Plan and
EN4 of the Lambeth Local Plan 2015).
Construction and Environmental Management Plan
5. Prior to the commencement of the development, a Construction and Environmental Management Plan
(CEMP) for the relevant phase shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority.
The CEMP shall include details of the following relevant measures:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)
(x)
(xi)

An introduction consisting of construction phase environmental management plan, definitions and
abbreviations and project description and location;
A description of management responsibilities.
A description of the construction programme which identifies activities likely to cause high levels of
noise or dust;
Site working hours and a named person for residents to contact;
Detailed Site construction logistics arrangements;
Details regarding parking, deliveries, and storage, including confirmation that the developer will join
the VNEB construction working group.
Details of an air quality and dust management plan;
Details of noise mitigation measures to be deployed including identification of sensitive receptors and
ongoing monitoring;
Details of the hours of works and other measures to mitigate the impact of construction on the amenity
of the area and safety of the highway network;
Measures to prevent the deposit of mud and debris on the public highway; and
Communication procedures with the LBL and local community regarding key construction issues.

The construction of the development shall thereafter be carried out in accordance with the details and
measures approved in the CEMP for the related phase, unless the written consent of the Local Planning
Authority is received for any variation.
The applicant is encouraged to consult with local residents and evidence of and details related to
consultation with local residents on the CEMP to be submitted shall be included within the submission. The
construction shall thereafter be carried out in accordance with the details and measures approved in the
CEMP for the related phase, unless the written consent of the Local Planning Authority is received for any
variation.
Reason: This is required prior to construction to avoid hazard and obstruction being caused to users of the
public highway and to safeguard residential amenity during the whole of the construction period. (Policies
T6 and Q2 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015)

6.

Piling Method Statement
No impact piling or other penetrative foundation work shall take place until a Piling Method Statement has
been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The Piling Method Statement
shall include details of:
a) The depth and type of piling to be undertaken;
b) The methodology by which such piling will be carried out;
c) Measures to prevent and minimise the potential for damage to subsurface water infrastructure;
d) Measures to ensure there is no resultant unacceptable risk to groundwater as a result of the work; and
e) The programme for the works.
Any piling or other penetrative works must be undertaken in accordance with the terms of the approved
Piling Method Statement, unless the written consent of the Local Planning Authority is received for any
variation.
Reason: To ensure that any piling works would not unduly impact upon the local underground sewerage
utility infrastructure and in order to avoid adverse environmental impact upon the community. (Policies EN5
and EN6 of Lambeth Local Plan 2015).

7.

Air Quality and Dust Management Plan
No development shall commence until full details of the proposed mitigation measures for impact on air
quality and dust emissions, in the form of an Air Quality and Dust Management Plan (AQDMP), have been
submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. In preparing the AQMDP the applicant
should follow the guidance on mitigation measures for Medium Risk sites set out in Appendix 7 of the

Control of Dust and Emissions during Construction and Demolition SPG 2014. Both ‘highly recommended’
and ‘desirable’ measures should be included. The AQDMP can form part of the Construction
Environmental Management Plan (CEMP).The AQDMP shall include the following for each relevant phase
of work (demolition, earthworks, construction and trackout):
a) A summary of work to be carried out;
b) Proposed haul routes, location of site equipment including supply of water for damping down, source of
water, drainage and enclosed areas to prevent contaminated water leaving the site;
c) Inventory and timetable of all dust and NOx air pollutant generating activities;
d) List of all dust and emission control methods to be employed and how they relate
e) to the Air Quality (Dust) Risk Assessment;
f) Details of any fuel stored on-site;
g) Details of a trained and responsible person on-site for air quality (with knowledge
h) of pollution monitoring and control methods, and vehicle emissions);
i) Summary of monitoring protocols and agreed procedure of notification to the local
j) authority; and
k) A log book for action taken in response to incidents or dust-causing episodes and the mitigation
measure taken to remedy any harm caused, and measures employed to prevent a similar incident
reoccurring.
No demolition or development shall commence until all necessary pre-commencement measures described
in the AQDMP have been put in place and set out on site. The demolition and development shall thereafter
be carried out and monitored in accordance with the details and measures approved in the AQDMP.
Reason: Development must not commence before this condition is discharged to manage and mitigate the
impact of the development on the air quality and dust emissions in the area and London as a whole, and to
avoid irreversible and unacceptable damage to the environment (London Plan Policies 5.3 and 7.14, and
the London Plan SPGs for Sustainable Design and Construction and Control of Dust and Emissions during
Construction and Demolition).

8

Wind and Microclimate
Prior to the commencement of above ground works, a scheme of mitigation of the impact of the
development hereby permitted on local wind microclimate shall be submitted to and approved in writing by
the Local Planning Authority. The scheme shall incorporate the recommended mitigation measures set out
in the Wind Microclimate Assessment reference P113040-1000 Issue:3 and dated 16th April 2019. The
scheme shall ensure that all external spaces achieve the relevant standards set out in the Lawson Comfort
Criteria, allowing for cumulative development and including mitigation of any identified off-site impacts. The
scheme of mitigation shall be implemented in accordance with the approved details and mitigation
measures, and they shall be fully installed prior to occupation and permanently retained and maintained for
the duration of the use and their operation. Any variation to the layout or built form of the development shall
be accompanied by a revised Wind Microclimate Assessment which details any additional identified
adverse wind microclimate impacts. Any additional steps required to mitigate these impacts shall be
detailed and implemented, as necessary. The revised assessment shall be submitted to and approved by
the Local Planning Authority and the details as approved shall thereafter be permanently retained.
Reason: To avoid unacceptable detriment of the amenities of future occupiers or of the area generally
(Policy Q2 (Amenity) – Lambeth Local Plan 2015) and in accordance with policy 7.6 of the Mayors London
Plan.

9

Non road-mobile machinery
No non-road mobile machinery (NRMM) shall be used on the site unless it is compliant with the NRMM
Low Emission Zone requirements (or any superseding requirements) and until it has been registered for
use on the site on the NRMM register (or any superseding register).

Reason: To ensure that air quality is not adversely affected by the development in line with London Plan
policy 7.14 and the Mayor’s SPG: The Control of Dust and Emissions during Construction and Demolition.
Amenity

10

Noise and Vibration
Prior to the commencement of development (excluding demolition) of each phase hereby permitted, a
detailed scheme of noise and vibration attenuation shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority. The scheme shall achieve the habitable and commercial room standards as
detailed in BS8233:2014 taking account of the principles detailed in KP acoustics report 17518.NVA.01 rev
D with no relaxation for exceptional circumstances and must include details of post construction validation.
The approved noise and vibration attenuation measures shall thereafter be retained and maintained in
working order for the duration of the use in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To ensure that no nuisance or disturbance is caused to the detriment of the amenities of future
occupiers (Policy Q2 of the Lambeth Local Plan 2015) of future occupiers (Policy Q2 of the Lambeth Local
Plan 2015).

11

Residential noise standards – amenity space
Prior to the commencement of above ground construction works, a scheme of measures to ensure that all
residential units have access to amenity space within the development where noise levels do not exceed
55dB LAEQ (16 hour) shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The
scheme shall include details of post construction validation. Thereafter the development of each
phase/sub-phase shall be carried out in accordance with the approved details and a separate validation
report shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority 3 months prior to
occupation of each phase/sub-phase.
Reason: To ensure that no nuisance or disturbance is caused to the detriment of the amenities of future
occupiers (Policy Q2 of the Lambeth Local Plan 2015).

12

Plant
Prior to the development above ground of any relevant block hereby permitted shall commence until the
following components of a scheme providing full details (including elevational drawings) of any internal and
external plant equipment and trunking, including all building services plant, ventilation and filtration
equipment and proposed commercial kitchen exhaust ducting / ventilation, has been be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. All flues, ducting and other equipment shall then be
installed in accordance with the approved details prior to the use commencing on site and shall thereafter
be maintained in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions unless otherwise agreed in writing by the
local planning authority.
Reason: To ensure that no nuisance or disturbance is caused to the detriment of the amenities of future
residential occupiers or of the area generally (Policy Q2 (Amenity) – Lambeth Local Plan 2015).

13

Plant noise assessment
The use hereby permitted, or the operation of any building services plant, shall not commence until an
assessment of the acoustic impact arising from the operation of all internally and externally located plant
has been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The assessment of the
acoustic impact shall be undertaken in accordance with BS 4142: 2014 (or subsequent superseding
equivalent) and current best practice, and shall include a scheme of attenuation measures to ensure the
rating level of noise emitted from the proposed building services plant is 5db less than background. The
use hereby permitted, or the operation of any building services plant, shall not commence until a postinstallation noise assessment has been carried out to confirm compliance with the noise criteria. The
scheme shall be implemented in accordance with the approved details and attenuation measures, and they

shall be permanently retained and maintained in working order for the duration of the use and their
operation.
Reason: To protect the amenities of adjoining occupiers and the surrounding area (policy Q2 of the London
Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015)). 4. Maintenance details - to be submit

14

Maintenance Details
The use hereby permitted shall not commence until details of an ongoing maintenance plan for the fume
extraction and filtration equipment have been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning
authority. The approved fume extraction and filtration equipment shall thereafter be retained and
maintained in working order for the duration of the use in accordance with the approved details. Reason:
Reason: To protect the amenities of adjoining occupiers and the surrounding area (policy Q2 of the London
Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

15

Detail drawings and samples
Notwithstanding the details shown on the drawings hereby approved, no development shall take place until
drawings at a 1:10 scale (including sections) showing construction detailing has been be submitted to and
approved by the Local Planning Authority in writing, unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local
Planning Authority. The drawings and samples shall include details of the following:
a) Samples and specification of all external materials;
b) Sample panels of brick to be built on site (fixings, mortars, materials etc) for inspection and approval.
Sample panels should include example of horizontal banding and soldier coursing detail proposed.
c) All external construction detailing in the form of 1:10 scale drawings (including sections) including
balconies, windows and doors, vertical fins, recessed brick panels, residential and commercial
entrances and canopies, residential signage, commercial shopfront signage and Herne Hill Road
planting beds.
The development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To ensure that the external appearance of the building is satisfactory and that it protects or
enhances the character and appearance of the listed building and the Albert Embankment Conservation
Area (policies Q2, Q11 and Q22 of the London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

16

Plumbing
No plumbing or pipes, other than rainwater pipes, shall be fixed to the external faces of buildings.
Reason: To ensure an appropriate standard of design (Policies Q6, Q8 and PN3 of the Lambeth Local Plan
2015).

17

Wheelchair units
At least ten per cent of the residential units hereby permitted shall be constructed to comply with Part M4
(3) of the Building Regulations. Any communal areas and accesses serving the M4 (3) compliant
Wheelchair User Dwellings should also comply with Part M4 (3).
Reason: To secure appropriate access for disabled people, older people and others with mobility
constraints (Policy 3.8 of the London Plan MALP 2016 and Policy Q1 of the Lambeth Local Plan 2015).

Site Maintenance and Management
Waste and recycling storage
18 Prior to the commencement of the uses hereby permitted, details of waste and recycling storage for the
development shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The waste and
recycling storage shall be provided in accordance with the approved details prior to the commencement of

the use hereby permitted, and shall thereafter be retained solely for its designated use. The waste and
recycling storage areas/facilities should comply with the Lambeth's Refuse & Recycling Storage Design
Guide (2013), unless it is demonstrated in the submissions that such provision is inappropriate for this
specific development.
Reason: To ensure suitable provision for the occupiers of the development, to encourage the sustainable
management of waste and to safeguard the visual amenities of the area (policies Q2 and Q12 of the
London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015).
Operating Hours
19 The hours of opening of the commercial uses shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local
planning authority in advance of the commencement of use of the relevant commercial units. Thereafter the
'A, B and D Class' Uses shall not operate other than within the opening and closing hours agreed.
Reason: To protect the amenities of adjoining occupiers and the surrounding area (policy Q2 of the London
Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015))

20

Waste Management Strategy
Prior to the occupation of the relevant use hereby permitted, a Waste Management Strategy for the
relevant phase/sub-phase shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The
development hereby permitted shall be built in accordance with the approved details and shall thereafter
be retained solely for its designated use. The uses hereby permitted shall thereafter be operated in
accordance with the approved Waste Management Strategy.
Reason: To ensure suitable provision for the occupiers of the development, to encourage the sustainable
management of waste and to safeguard the visual amenities of the area (policies Q2 and Q12 of the
London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

21

Car Park Management Plan
Prior to the occupation of the development hereby approved, a Car Park Management Plan shall be
submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The Plan submitted shall include
details of car parking allocation for residential and commercial occupants. The development shall be
carried out in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To ensure suitable provision for the occupiers of the development and to safeguard the visual
amenities of the area (policies Q2 and Q12 of the London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

22

Cycle Storage
Prior to the occupation of the development hereby permitted, details of the provision to be made for cycle
parking shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The cycle parking
shall thereafter be implemented in full in accordance with the approved details before the use hereby
permitted commences and shall thereafter be retained solely for its designated use.
Reason: To ensure adequate cycle parking is available on site and to promote sustainable modes of
transport (policies T1, T3 and Q13 of the London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

23

Existing vehicular access to be removed
Within 3 months of occupation of the development hereby approved the existing redundant vehicular
access points shall be removed by raising the dropped kerb and reinstating the footway to the specification
required by the Council’s Highways Department.
Reason: To minimise danger, obstruction and inconvenience to users of the highway (Policies T1 and T6 of
the London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

24

Delivery and Servicing Management Plan
The use hereby permitted shall not commence until a Delivery and Servicing Management Plan has been
submitted and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The use hereby permitted shall thereafter
be operated in accordance with the approved details. The submitted details must include the following:
a) frequency of deliveries to the site;
b) frequency of other servicing vehicles such as refuse collections;
c) dimensions of delivery and servicing vehicles;
d) proposed loading and delivery locations; and
e) a strategy to manage vehicles servicing the site.
Reason: To protect the amenities of adjoining occupiers and the surrounding area
(Policy Q2 of the London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015) and to limit the effects of the increase in
travel movements (Policy T8 (Servicing) - Lambeth Local
Plan 2015).

Public Realm Management Plan
25 The use hereby permitted shall not commence until a Public Realm Management Plan has been submitted
and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The use hereby permitted shall thereafter be
operated in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To protect the amenities of adjoining occupiers and the surrounding area (Policy Q2 of the London
Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015) and to limit the effects of the increase in travel movements (Policy
T8 (Servicing) - Lambeth Local
Plan 2015).

26

Travel Plan – Non-residential uses
Prior to the commercial/employment use hereby approved commencing, a Travel Plan shall be submitted
to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The measures approved in the Travel Plan to
be implemented before occupation shall so be implemented prior to the use commencing and shall be so
maintained for the duration of the use, unless the prior written approval of the Local Planning Authority is
obtained to any variation.
Reason: To ensure that the travel arrangements to the site are appropriate and to limit the effects of the
increase in travel movements (Policy 6.3 of the London Plan MALP 2016 and Policies T1 and T6 of the
Lambeth Local Plan 2015).

27

Travel Plan – Residential use
Prior to the occupation of the residential units, a Travel Plan relating to those units shall be submitted to
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The measures approved in the Travel Plan to be
implemented before occupation shall be implemented prior to the use commencing and shall be so
maintained for the duration of the use, unless the prior written approval of the Local Planning Authority is
obtained to any variation.
Reason: To ensure that the travel arrangements to the site are appropriate and to limit the effects of the
increase in travel movements (Policy 6.3 of the London Plan MALP 2016 and Policies T1 and T6 of the
Lambeth Local Plan 2015).

Crime Prevention
28 Prior to the occupation of buildings, a Crime Prevention Strategy including a Security Management Plan
shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The submitted details will
include the following:
a) A summary of known crime risks in the area;
b) Details of how the development has mitigated known crime risks in the area; and

c) Detail of how the development seeks to achieve 'Secured by Design Standards', including details of a
CCTV scheme, external security, street lighting and landscaping.
The use shall thereafter be operated in accordance with the approved details, unless the written consent of
the Local Planning Authority is received for any variation.
Reason: To ensure that the development maintains and enhances community safety. (Policy Q3 of the
Lambeth Local Plan 2015).
Permitted Development Rights
29 Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted Development)
(England) Order 2015 (or any Order revoking or re-enacting that Order with or without modification), no
aerials, antennae, satellite dishes or related telecommunications equipment shall be erected on any part of
the development hereby permitted, without planning permission first being granted.
Reason: To ensure that the visual impact of telecommunication equipment upon the surrounding area can
be considered. (Policies 7.6 and 7.8 of the London Plan MALP 2016 and Policies T10, Q6 and Q22 of the
Lambeth Local Plan 2015).
Landscaping, biodiversity and External Amenity

30

Landscaping Scheme and Ecological Enhancements Strategy
Prior to the first occupation of the development hereby permitted, a soft and hard landscaping scheme and
ecological enhancement strategy shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning
authority. The submitted details shall include details of tree planting, boundary treatments, green/brown
roofs, green walls, play areas and play equipment, seating, obelisk details, cycle parking facilities, bird, bat
and bug boxes, a management and maintenance plan, together with a timetable for implementation.
The development shall thereafter be carried out in accordance with the approved timetable. All tree, shrub
and hedge planting included within the above specification shall accord with BS3936:1992, BS4043:1989
and BS4428:1989 (or subsequent superseding equivalent) and current Arboricultural best practice.
Reason: In order to introduce high quality soft landscaping in and around the site in the interests of the
ecological value of the site and to ensure a satisfactory landscaping of the site in the interests of visual
amenity (Policy Q9 of the Lambeth Local Plan 2015).

31

Landscaping Timescales
All planting, seeding or turfing comprised in the approved details of landscaping shall be carried out in the
first planting and seeding season following the occupation of the development hereby permitted. Any trees,
hedgerows or shrubs forming part of the approved landscaping scheme which within a period of five years
from the occupation or substantial completion of the relevant phase die, are removed or become seriously
damaged or diseased shall be replaced in the next planting season with others of similar size and species,
unless the Local Planning Authority gives written consent to any variation.
Reason: In order to introduce high quality soft landscaping in and around the site in the interests of the
ecological value of the site and to ensure a satisfactory landscaping of the site in the interests of visual
amenity (Policy Q9 of the Lambeth Local Plan 2015).

32

Horticultural Management Plan
Prior to the implementation of the landscaping scheme, a horticultural management plan for the relevant
phase/sub-phase shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The plan
shall set out how the planting will be managed for a minimum of five years to ensure full and successful
establishment of plants and trees. The plans shall identify all areas that will be under communal

management and clearly specify that properly qualified horticulturists will be contracted to manage the site.
The planting shall be thereafter managed in accordance with the approved management plan.
Reason: In order to introduce high quality soft landscaping in and around the site in the interests of the
ecological value of the site and to ensure a satisfactory landscaping of the site in the interests of visual
amenity (Policy Q9 of the Lambeth Local Plan 2015).

33

Lighting Scheme
Prior to occupation of the development, an external lighting scheme must be submitted and approved by
the Local Planning Authority in accordance with the Institute of Lighting Professional's Guidance notes for
the reduction of obstructive light. The scheme must be designed by a suitably qualified person in
accordance with the recommendations for environmental zone E3 in the ILP document "Guidance Notes
for the Reduction of Obtrusive Light GN01:2011. The development of each phase/sub-phase shall be
implemented in accordance with the approved details and retained and properly maintained thereafter.
Reason: To ensure that the lighting enhances community safety and does not unreasonably affect
residential amenity (Policies Q2, Q3 and Q7 of the Lambeth Local Plan 2015)
Sustainability and Energy

34

BREEAM
Prior to the commencement of above ground works, a design stage BREEAM certificate with a summary
score sheet should be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority demonstrating
that the development will achieve a rating of ‘Excellent’.
Within 3 months of the Development being occupied BREEAM post construction certificate with a summary
score sheet should be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority demonstrating
that the development has achieved a minimum rating of ‘Excellent’.
Reason: To ensure that the development has an acceptable level of sustainability (Policy EN4 of the
Lambeth Local Plan 2015).

35

Internal residential water use
Prior to first occupation of the residential units, evidence (schedule of fittings and manufacturer's literature)
should be submitted to, and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority, to show that the
development has been constructed in accordance with the approved internal water use calculations so as
not to exceed 105 L/person/day.
Reason: To reduce the consumption of potable water in the home from all sources, including borehole well
water, through the use of water efficient fittings, appliances and water recycling systems (Policy 5.15 of the
London Plan MALP 2016)

36

Provide parking spaces
Prior to the commencement of the use hereby permitted, the parking spaces shall be laid out in accordance
with the approved plans, and the disabled/accessible parking spaces shall be retained for the duration of
the use. No vehicles, other than blue-badge holder vehicles and operational vehicles for the users of the
site, shall park on the site. Vehicles shall only park within the designated spaces shown on the approved
plans, and on no other part of the site.
Reason: To enable accessible parking to be provided, prevent excessive parking and minimise danger,
obstruction and inconvenience to users of the site and surrounding area (policies T1, T6, T7, T8 and Q2 of
the London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

37

Photovoltaic panels
Prior to above ground construction works, plans, elevations and sections of the roof showing the location of
the proposed photovoltaic array(s) should be submitted for approval to the Local Planning Authority. The
photovoltaic array(s) shall be implemented in accordance with the approved details and retained and
properly maintained permanently thereafter.
Reason: To safeguard the appearance of the completed development and to ensure that the development
has an acceptable level of sustainability (Policies Q2, Q7, Q8 and EN4 of the Lambeth Local Plan, adopted
September (2015)).

38

Full details of the proposed public artwork on the existing warehouse wall along the southern boundary of
the site shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The Council will
expect that any public art plans submitted demonstrate engagement with local stakeholders and artists to
deliver contextually appropriate artwork.
The development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To safeguard the visual amenities of the area (policies Q2 and Q9 of the London Borough of
Lambeth Local Plan (2015))

39

Employment and Commercial floorspace
No less than 414sqm of Class B1 (a) light industrial floorspace shall be provided within the development.
Prior to the occupation of the Class B1 use hereby permitted, full details of the internal layout of this
floorspace, including which units will be provided for Class B1 (a) and B1 (c) use, shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the local planning authority.
The development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: to ensure an appropriate level of light industrial floorspace is re-provided on the site in accordance
with Policies 4.4 and ED7 of the London Plan (2016).

Informatives
1. This decision letter does not convey an approval or consent which may be required under any enactment,
by-law, order or regulation, other than Section 57 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990.
2. Your attention is drawn to the provisions of the Building Regulations, and related legislation which must be
complied with to the satisfaction of the Council's Building Control Officer.
3. You are advised to consult the Council's Environmental Health Division concerning compliance with any
requirements under the Housing, Food, Safety and Public Health and Environmental Protection Acts and
any by-laws or regulations made there under.
4. Your attention is drawn to the provisions of The Party Wall Act 1996 in relation to the rights of adjoining
owners regarding party walls etc. These rights are a matter for civil enforcement and you may wish to
consult a surveyor or architect.
5. You are advised of the necessity to consult the Council's Streetcare team within the Public Protection
Division with regard to the provision of refuse storage and collection facilities.
6. You are advised of the necessity to consult the Council’s Highways team prior to the commencement of
construction on 020 7926 9000 in order to obtain necessary approvals and licences prior to undertaking any
works within the Public Highway including Scaffolding, Temporary/Permanent Crossovers,
Oversailing/Undersailing of the Highway, Drainage/Sewer Connections, Hoarding, Excavations (including

adjacent to the highway such as basements, etc), Temporary Full/Part Road Closures, Craneage Licences
etc.
7. You are advised that this permission does not authorise the display of illuminated advertisements at the
premises and separate consent may be required from the Local Planning Authority under the Town and
Country Planning (Control of Advertisements) Regulations 1992.
8. As soon as building work starts on the development, you must contact the Street Naming and Numbering
Officer if you need to do the following:
- name a new street
- name a new or existing building
- apply new street numbers to a new or existing building
This will ensure that any changes are agreed with Lambeth Council before use, in accordance with the
London Buildings Acts (Amendment) Act 1939 and the Local Government Act 1985. Although it is not
essential, we also advise you to contact the Street Naming and Numbering Officer before applying new
names or numbers to internal flats or units. Contact details are listed below. Street Naming and Numbering
Officer e-mail: streetnn@lambeth.gov.uk tel: 020 7926 2283 fax: 020 7926 9104.
9. For information on the NRMM Low Emission Zone requirements and to register NRMM, please visit
“http://nrmm.london/”. Background documents – Case file (this can be accessed via the planning Advice
Desk, Telephone 020 7 926 1180). For advice on how to make further written submissions or to register to
speak on this item, please contact Democratic Services, 020 796 2170 or email.
10. Written schemes of investigation will need to be prepared and implemented by a suitably qualified
archaeological practice in accordance with Historic England’s Archaeology guidelines. They must be
approved by the planning authority before any on-site development related activity occurs.
11. When construction timeframes are known the developer will need to pass related details (precise location,
maximum height and associated timescales) to the Defence Geographic Centre (DGC) which maintains the
UK's master database of tall structures (the Digital Vertical Obstruction File). The DGC point of contact is
0208 818 2702/dvof@mod.uk.
12. Temporary structures such as cranes can be notified through the means of a Notice to Airmen (NOTAM). If
above a height of 300ft (91.4m) above ground level, the developer must ensure that the crane operator
contacts the CAA's Airspace Regulation (AR) section on ARops@caa.co.uk or 02074536599.
13. For cranes below this high the developer must ensure that the crane operator contacts Low Flying
Operations at RAF Wittering CAS-ASLFOSOpsLF@mod.uk / 01780 146 208. However, in this case that is
not necessary as no military low-flying routinely takes place in this location. If the crane is to be in place for
in excess of 90 days it should be considered a permanent structure and will need to be notified as such: to
that end the developer should also contact the DGC (see above). Additionally, any crane of a height of 60m
or more will need to be equipped with aviation warning lighting in line with CAA guidance concerning crane
operations which is again available at
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP%201096%20In%20Focus%20-%20Crane%20Ops.pdf.
14. This condition is expected to support the applicant’s acoustic consultant in delivery of the BS4142
assessment required in condition 5 below by providing a schedule of the type and location and performance
of plant to be installed.
15. This condition is expected to support the applicant’s acoustic consultant in delivery of the BS4142
assessment required in condition 12 below by providing a schedule of the type and location and
performance of plant to be installed.

Appendix 2: List of consultees (statutory and Other Consultees)
Statutory
Environment Agency
Greater London Authority
Historic England
Historic England - Archaeology
L.F.C.D Authority
London Ecology Unit
Natural England
Network Rail
Thames Water
Transport for London - Road Network Development
Internal/Consultants
Bioregional
Building Control
Design out Crime Officer (Metropolitan Police)
LBL Arboricultural Officer
LBL CIL/S106 Team
LBL Conservation & Urban Design
LBL EHST Noise Pollution
LBL Enterprise, Employment and Skills
LBL Highway Team
LBL Housing
LBL Land Contamination
LBL Planning Enforcement Team
LBL Planning Policy
LBL Regeneration Team
LBL Regulatory Services – Food Safety
LBL Sustainability Team on Air Quality
LBL Transport
Veolia Waste Lambeth Planning App
Ward Councillors
Other
Brixton Business Forum
Brixton Business Improvement Districts
Brixton Society
Brockwell Park Tenants and Residents
Camberwell Society
Central Brixton Housing Forum
Dorchester Court Residents Association
Friends of Loughborough Park
Guinness Trust Loughborough Park Tenants Association
Helen Hayes MP

Herne Hill & Park View Tenants Association
Herne Hill Society
Herne Hill Traders Association
Hurst Street Tenants Association
Landscape Architects
London Wildlife Trust
Loughborough, Evandale and Akerman Roads Tenants Residents Association
Loughborough Estate Tenants Residents Association
Meath Estate Tenants and Residents Association
Milkwood Residents Association
Milton Road Residents Group
Moorlands Est. Management Steering Group
Ruskin on the Hill Residents Association
Rymer Street Action Group
Shakespeare Road Residents Association

Appendix 3: List of relevant policies in London Plan, Lambeth Local Plan. Reference to SPGs, SPD
and other relevant guidance
The London Plan (2016)
Provided below is a list of the key London Plan policies which are considered relevant in the determination of
these applications:













































Policy 1.1 Delivering the strategic vision and objectives for London
Policy 2.1 London in its global, European and United Kingdom context
Policy 3.1 Ensuring equal life chances for all
Policy 3.2 Improving health and addressing health inequalities
Policy 3.3 Increasing housing supply
Policy 3.4 Optimising housing potential
Policy 3.5 Quality and design of housing developments
Policy 3.6 Children & young people’s play and informal recreation facilities
Policy 3.8 Housing choice
Policy 3.9 Mixed and balanced communities
Policy 3.10 Definition of affordable housing
Policy 3.11 Affordable housing targets
Policy 3.12 Negotiating affordable housing on individual private residential & mixed use
schemes
Policy 3.13 Affordable housing thresholds
Policy 3.15 Coordination of housing development and investment
Policy 4.1 Developing London’s economy Economic sectors & workspaces
Policy 4.2 Offices
Policy 4.3 Mixed use development and offices
Policy 4.5 London’s visitor infrastructure
Policy 4.6 Support for and enhancement of Arts, Culture, Sport and Entertainment
Policy 4.7 Retail and Town Centre Development
Policy 4.8 Supporting a successful & diverse retail sector & related facilities & services
Policy 4.9 Small Shops
Policy 4.10 New and emerging economic sectors
Policy 4.11 Encouraging a connected economy
Policy 4.12 Improving opportunities for all
Policy 5.1 Climate change mitigation
Policy 5.2 Minimising carbon dioxide emissions
Policy 5.3 Sustainable design and construction
Policy 5.4 Retrofitting
Policy 5.4 A Electricity and gas supply
Policy 5.5 Decentralised energy networks
Policy 5.6 Decentralised energy in development proposals
Policy 5.7 Renewable energy
Policy 5.8 Innovative energy technologies
Policy 5.9 Overheating and cooling
Policy 5.10 Urban greening
Policy 5.11 Green roofs and development site environs
Policy 5.13 Sustainable drainage
Policy 5.14 Water quality and wastewater infrastructure
Policy 5.15 Water use and supplies
Policy 5.16 Waste net self-sufficiency
Policy 5.17 Waste capacity
































Policy 5.18 Construction, excavation and demolition waste
Policy 6.1 Strategic approach
Policy 6.3 Assessing effects of development on transport capacity
Policy 6.4 Enhancing London’s transport connectivity
Policy 6.7 Better streets and surface transport
Policy 6.9 Cycling
Policy 6.10 Walking
Policy 6.12 Road network capacity
Policy 6.13 Parking
Policy 7.1 Lifetime neighbourhoods
Policy 7.2 An inclusive environment
Policy 7.3 Designing out crime
Policy 7.4 Local character
Policy 7.5 Public realm
Policy 7.6 Architecture
Policy 7.7 Location and design of tall and large buildings
Policy 7.8 Heritage assets and archaeology
Policy 7.11 London View Management Framework
Policy 7.12 Implementing the London View Management Framework
Policy 7.13 Safety, security and resilience to emergency
Policy 7.14 Improving air quality
Policy 7.15 Reducing and managing noise
Policy 7.18 Protecting open space and addressing deficiency
Policy 7.19 Biodiversity and access to nature
Policy 7.20 Geological conservation
Policy 7.21 Trees and woodlands
Policy 8.1 Implementation
Policy 8.2 Planning obligations
Policy 8.3 Community infrastructure levy
Policy 8.4 Monitoring and review

Lambeth Local Plan (2015) policies:
Provided below is a list of the key Local Plan policies which are considered relevant in the determination of
these applications:
















D1 Delivery and monitoring
D2 Presumption in favour of sustainable development
D3 Infrastructure
D4 Planning obligations
D5 Enforcement
ED2 Economic Development, Retail and Town Centre Uses
ED3 Large offices (greater than 1,000 m2)
ED7 Evening economy and food and drink uses
ED11 Visitor attractions, leisure, arts and culture uses
ED14 Employment and training
EN1 Open space and biodiversity
EN3 Decentralised energy
EN4 Sustainable design and construction
EN5 Flood risk
EN6 Sustainable drainage systems and water management



































EN7 Sustainable waste management
H1 Maximising housing growth
H2 Delivering affordable housing
H4 Housing mix in new developments
H5 Housing standards
H8 Housing to meet specific community needs
PN10 Loughborough Junction
Q1 Inclusive environments
Q2 Amenity
Q3 Community safety
Q5 Local distinctiveness
Q6 Urban design: public realm
Q7 Urban design: new development
Q8 Design quality: construction detailing
Q9 Landscaping
Q10 Trees
Q12 Refuse/recycling storage
Q13 Cycle storage
Q15 Boundary treatments
Q18 Historic environment strategy
Q20 Statutory listed buildings
Q22 Conservation areas
Q23 Undesignated heritage assets: local heritage list
Q25 Views
Q26 Tall and large buildings
S2 New or improved community premises
T1 Sustainable travel
T2 Walking
T3 Cycling
T4 Public transport infrastructure
T6 Assessing impacts of development on transport capacity
T7 Parking
T8 Servicing

Regional Guidance
Relevant publications from the GLA include:











Affordable Housing and Viability SPG (August 2017);
Housing SPG (March 2016);
Social Infrastructure (May 2015)
Accessible London: Achieving an Inclusive Environment (October 2014)
The control of dust and emissions during construction and demolition (July 2014)
Character and Context (June 2014)
Sustainable Design and Construction (April 2014)
Use of planning obligations in the funding of Crossrail, and the Mayoral Community Infrastructure Levy
SPG (2013)
Shaping Neighbourhoods: Play and Informal Recreation SPG (Sep 2012)
London View Management Framework (March 2012)

Local Guidance / Supplementary Planning Documents

Relevant local guidance and SPDs for Lambeth include:







Development Viability SPD
Employment and Skills SPD
Parking Survey Guidance Notes
Refuse & Recycling Storage Design Guide
Waste Storage and Collection Requirements - Technical Specification
Air Quality Planning Guidance Notes

